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INTRODUCTION

An understanding of the events which created Marina del
Rey's unique physical development and shaped its management
system as a publicly owned facility is particularly important
for future coastal planning and development. First, the
demand for recreational boating facilities is expected to
continue as upward trends in income levels and leisure time
combine with technological developments in boating which
make equipment more reliable, more mobile, and less costly.
Second, there will be economic pressures for marinas in
large metropolitan areas to serve as multi-functional activ-
ity centers with extensive land development. Consequently,
a premium should be placed upon identifying management
practices for such facilities that would allow an appropriate
balance of boating and non-boating uses and would equitably
account for the facility's impacts upon adjacent communities.
Finally, as the coastal population in urban centers increases,
the demand for access to the ocean for recreational, residen-
tial, and industrial purposes will accelerate. As a result,
there will be an increasing demand for governmental agencies
to more efficiently manage those portions of the shoreline
available for public use.

Marina del Rey's history has relevance for each of
these concerns. It is the largest small craft harbor in the
world. For its size, it may also be the most intensely used
and integrated recreational, residential, and commercial
coastal development in the United States. The financial
success of the Los Angeles County-owned facility, after an



uncertain beginning, has exceeded all expectation». In
fact, many regard Marina del Rey as a model for future
marinas. At the same time, a number oi conflicts have
arisen within the Marina over boating and non-boating uses
and the provision of facilities which the general public can
use at little or no cost. The Marina has also had substan-
tial impacts upon the land use patterns in its immediate
periphery. These impacts have produced strong oppositi.on to
Marina management policies from many residents and organi.za-
tions. In addition, the Marina's development and operations
have not been part of any formally or informally coordinated
plan for coastal use within the Los Angeles region.

The primary reasons for the Marina's economic success
and its recent management difficulties grow out of its
history. The County initially justified and funded the
Marina as a small craft harbor in the mid-1950's. No
explicit decision was made on the basis of public debate to
transform the recreational boating facility into a multi-
million dollar regional activity center with predominantly
land-oriented development, Rather, the decisions made in
the early 1960's to insure that the County's $13 million
revenue bond obligation would be met had the effect of
changing the nature of the Marina from what had been intended
initially. This was the result of giving maximum-revenue-
producing facilities highest priority for the Marina's
development. Over time, the management structure created
for this task faced difficulties in dealing with increasingly
complex social, economic, and environmental questions as the
diversity of internal activities and regional impacts grew.
Some adaptations have been made in the administration of the
Marina to meet these new circumstances. A number of changes
remain, however, which would be desirable for the internal
management of the Marina, These changes would attempt to
modi fy the relative emphasis given to social, economic, and
environmental values in the operation and future development
of the facility.

This study reviews and analyzes the circumstances which
led to the Marina's authorization; the initial management
and financial decisions made concerning its development; the
factors which transformed the facility from a small craft
harbor to a multi-purpose regional activity center; the
internal use conflicts which occurred among boaters, lessees,
and the general public, and the regional role and impacts of
the Marina. In addition, a number of recommendations are
presented concerning the future management of the facility.

This study is part of a series concerning Marina del
Rey prepared by the Coastal Zone Planning and Management
Project, University of Southern California Sea Grant Program.
The first, The Develo ment of the Marina by George Schultz,
Margarita Mc oy, an Kevin Brien, emp asized the planning
aspects of the Marina's development. The final in the



series by Mitchell Moss will be concerned with the "new
town" characteristics of the Marina, its regional role, and
the use of leasing for development of multi-activity centers
on publicly owned land. The three studies together contribute
to a basic information source for Marina del Rey and comple-
ment one another in their various emphases.



Early Development Priorities



EARLY DEVELOPMENT PRIORITIES

Various groups and individuals supported the creation
of a boat harbor at Playa del key Inlet, Los Angeles County,
from the early part of this century to the time it was
finally authorized in 1954. During this period, the U.S.
Army Corps of Engineers served as the principal organiza-
tion which established the legal framework and the funding
requirements for building the harbor. U.S. Corps participa-
tion stemmed both from its jurisdiction over construction
affecting navigable waters and its authority to obtain
Congressional funds for harbor developments and water
improvement proj ects.  I!

Impetus for a U. S. Corps proj ect, such as the one
under consideration, normally comes from local businesses
and commercial groups in a community. If there is strong
local support for the undertaking, the Congressional
representative from that district will ordinarily introduce
legislation authorizing a feasibility study. The Corps
then conducts public hearings in the local area. The
ensuing report must show the engineering feasibility of
the project as well as a favorable economic cost-benefit
ratio for the proposed Federal investment. Congressional
authorization of the necessary funds constitutes the final
step in the process. �! The approval of Federal money
for harbor and channel improvements at Playa del Rey Inlet
followed this general pattern with the U.S. Corps seeking
national endorsement and funds for the project.



At the turn of the century, Abbott Kinney, the cigarette
millionaire who had developed Venice, California, immediately
north of Playa del Rey, was the most active support.er of a
harbor at the Inlet. Ile had built an extensive system of
canals i.n Venice and envisioned his community as the "Venice
of the West" modeled after, if not surpassing, the original.
The area, however, was subject to periodic flooding which
Kinney believed could be prevented by construction of a
harbor in the low-lying marsh lands extending from Venice
on the north to the Del Rey flills on the south. At a U.S.
Corps hearing on local improvements in 1916, Kinney and his
engineer were the only participants to present arguments for
a commercial harbor at the site. �'!* Kinney's testimony
emphasized that a harbor at Playa del Rey Inlet would pro-
vide greater protection for fishing and commercial smill
craft than Los Angeles ilarbor md wa» closer to downtown Los
Angeles than the exist irig h;irbor  see M:rp 1-I! . No Pcd< r:il
action was taken or> the propos;r I .

The concept of;r harbor;rt t lie i»i<. t was not rcvi ved
until the 1930's, ! n a 1932 amendment to the Rivers,md
!!arbors Act o f 1902, Congress exparided t lie term "commcrce"
to include "...the use of waterways by seasonal passerigcr
craft, yachts, houseboats, fishing boats, motor boats, arid
other similar water craft whether or riot op< r;rted forhire." �! This expanded dc f in i t i on o f "coinmerce" comb ined
with a natural disaster iri 1933, the flooding of Ballona
Creek, stirred local interest  see photo!. Members of the
Venice Commercial Board and the Bay Cities Property Owner»
and Boaters Pledge League wrote to D.S. Congressman John
Dockweiler advocating harbor improvements to the Creek to
prevent future flooding. �! Subsequently, Dockweiler
introduced a bill to establish a harbor at playa del Rey
Inlet. Senator Ifiram ,Johnson later supported the bill and,
as a result, the Senate Commerce Committee ordered a hearing
to investigate whether improvements were warranted. �!

The hearing was held in Venice by the U.S. Army Corps
Los Angeles District Office in July 1936.  8! One hundred
and twenty-three people attended the meeting, largelyrepresenting realtors, commercial interests, chambers of
commerce, and boat owners. The hearing officer reiterated
the requirement that the proposed improvement shouldprovide national as well as local benefits, Accordingly,
representatives from the Venice Commercial Board, Culver
City, the Los Angeles Chamber of Commerce, and other
organizations all stressed the importance of the harbor
for jobs, flood control, and recreation as well as the
future significance of the harbor to national defense,
Congressman Dockweiler addressed this latter point in his

t t at tame, Corps authority was limited to commercial
harbor improvements.
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testimony at the hearing. He cited recent Naval reports
of Japanese fishing vessels which had been spotted off the
coasts of Hawaii and California. In view of these circum-
stances, he suggested that the small private crafts be
viewed as a Navy Militia which could be dispersed at
facilities up and down the coast, not just at Los Angeles
Harbor.  9!

Taggart Aston, engineering consultant to the Culver
City Chamber of Commerce, Harbor and Coast Defense Committee,
made the only specific proposal concerning a recreational
harbor at Playa del Rey Inlet. He asked the Corps to
consider constructing an outer breakwater harbor at Venice
and two forty-acre yacht and small boat basins off Ballona
Creek near Culver City, at a total cost of $1,412,000.
His proposal also designated the south side of Ballona
Creek for a park and residential area with industry to be
developed on the north side.* �0! Aston noted that it
was an "ideal site" for the Pan-American Transoceanic
Terminal, a proposed hydroplane terminal base for the
United States. From the comments made concerning the
proposal, it appears that Los Angeles City, Los Angeles
County and Federal officials agreed with Aston's basic
idea for a recreational harbor and park at Playa del Rey
Inlet. Representative Leland Ford of the 16th Congres-
sional District stated that it seemed to be a "natural
spot" for a harbor and that the inclusion of a park could
make it into a "...miniature Golden Gate Park for the
people of Los Angeles County...." �1! J. A. Mellen of
the Regional Planning Commission reported that the Commis-
sion was "highly in favor" of all possible recreational
and commercial facilities in the area. Lindsay Dickey
of the Los Angeles City Playground Commission stated that
an outdoor swimming pool was needed in the proj ect because
the Venice area lacked adequate recreational facilities.

Only one person objected to a harbor development in
the area. Mrs. Edwin S. Fuller, Conservation Director,
National Audubon Society, Inglewood, California, claimed
that forty or fifty acres were needed at Playa del Rey
Inlet for the seventy-three species of birds in the area.
She objected to the harbor because the associated industrial
uses would drive out birds inhabiting the north side of
the Inlet. Environmental issues, however, were not among
those the Corps was authorized to consider. The hearing
officer made this quite clear when he asked that no further
testimony of this kind be submitted, noting:

We are concerned primarily with navigation and
flood control...so I would like to ask you to
confine your remarks in the hearing as to what

See ap - ater xn this chapter for the basic design
concept.



bearing this proposed work has on navigation,flood control, commerce and allied subjects ofthat kind...So, in order to save time, I wouldlike to ask that those subjects not be broughtup, and certainly not at any length, merelybecause we are not permitted, by the law, totake them into account. We have no control
over them. We can simply make a recommendationon this project based on its effect on naviga-tion and commerce and national defense andflood control and allied subjects. �2!
Following the 1936 hearing, Congress approved a pre-liminary survey for Playa del Rey Inlet. �3! Because infor-rnation necessary for U.S. Corps requirements was unavailable,the Corps asked that local groups submit information on thefollowing questions:

1. The character, location, and established costof improvements desired;

2. The value of water-borne commerce and traffic,and size of the craft the improvement would serve;
3. The justification for the expenditure entailed

thereby, based upon increased traffic and com-
rnerce to result, and the value of benefits to
accrue therefrom;

4. The necessity for such improvements, with specialreference to the requirements of navigation;
5. The area to be served by the desired improve-

ments;

6. The interests to be benefited by the improvements;
7. The cooperation and/or contribution on what the

United States might expect of local interests
toward the cost of the desired improvements or
in the construction of complementary works at
local expense.  L4!

In April 1937, the Los Angeles County Board of Super-visors, at the request of the Culver City Chamber of Commerceand athers, assumed responsibiLity for providing informationto the Corps. The Supervisors requested the County RegionalPlanning Commission to study the economic feasibility of arecreational harbor in collaboration with engineering con-sultant George Nicholson. The report, entitled Marina del Re
was completed in June 1938. In addition to the economic as-
pects of the project, the document made a "...full examinationof aJl aspects of the problem which sound planning principles



require and examined them in relation to comprehensive plans
for the physical development of the County as a whole." �5!

The Marina del Re report emphasized that the harbor
would service t e recreational needs of an already large and
increasing number of boaters in the area. In preparing the
report, the Regional Planning Commission conducted a survey
which revealed that 40 percent of the boats in the area were
15 feet to 20 feet in length, 41.6 percent were between 20
feet and 35 feet long, and less than I percent of the total
were yachts  length in excess of 100 feet! . On this basis,
the report concluded that "...these boats form a recrea-
tional outlet for a great many of the middle class," �6!
The Commission also j ustified a harbor at Playa del Rey
Inlet in terms of the increased ownership of small pleasure
craft, the widespread economic benefit through increased
permanent employment and business volume, and the rise in
property taxes in the area.

Prior to the report, there had been no local agreement
about the magnitude of the facility or its design charac-
teristics. Therefore, the Regional Planning Commission's
proposals were considered tentative for purposes of the
stud> . The preliminary design plan that the Commission
finally submitted had an estimated cost of $9,750,000. By
reference to the map entitled "Marina del Rey"  Map 1-2!,
note that an entrance was provided through the mouth of
Ballona Creek into a large sailing lagoon �35 acres! which
would have created ample space for boat maneuvers as well as
an area for small craft recreation. Around the main. lagoon,
a series of smaller lagoons enclosed the mooring slips,
providing a total water area  including entrance channels!
of 646 acres for approximately 5,200 moored boats. �7!

The County was acting without the benefit of any seri-
ous previous discussion about financing the project. Conse-
quently, the Commission examined the project's economic
soundness in terms of local sources only. County officials
thought this approach wouLd most effectively show the
relationship between development costs, operating expenses,
and possible revenue. �8! The report was careful to state,
however:

This approach is, of course, without prejudice
to any efforts that may be made to secure such
aid, and any aid so secured will find much justi-
fication in this straight "self-liquidation"
method of analysis. �9!

Consequently, in exploring local funding sources, the
report examined those sections of the California Harbors and
Navigation Code enacted in 1937 which authorized the

-7-
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establishment of Recreational Harbor Districts. Such dist
required, among other things:

1. The filing of a petition by 50 or more
property holders who are registered, quali-
fied electors within the district, stating
fa~ts concerning the proposed harbor;

A report from the Chief of the Division of State
Lands approving, or disapproving, the location
of the proposed recreational harbor; this
report, if favorable, to be later approved,
or disapproved, by the government;

3, Further investigation by the Board of Super-
visors, followed by a resolution establishing
exterior boundaries of the district; after
hearings, the filing of an assessment map,
and the calling of an election;

4. A majority vote "f' or the harbor district,"
after which the district is formed, a board
of five governors is appointed, with powers
and duties appropriate to the purpose, in-
cluding the power to acquire land, not only
for the harbor itself, but for bathing or
park use, access, etc.;

5. All bonds issued payable as follows: A
part, not less than one-fortieth of the whole
indebtedness, shall be paid each and every
year on a fixed date, together with interest
on sum unpaid at such date. �0!

The last provision made it inevitable that during the
construction period and the first few years thereafter, a
sum would have to be collected by a property tax upon the
district as a whole, To justify the tax burden for those
who were not involved in recreational boating, the intan-
gible benefits of a large park for many recreational purpo.
became a major theme of the report. Since no large region:
park served this area as the northeast section of the City
was served by Griffith Park, there was reasonable justifi-
cation for this concern. The report stated:

Any plan for a yacht harbor in this vicinity
should be of a character and scope sufficient to
provide at the same time for land activities, as
well as aquatic. The design plans, which are made
the basis of the economic studies in this report,
are consequently comprehensive in character and
call for a development of major importance and
value to the citizens of the entire County, whether

-9-



interested in boatin as a s ort or not." This
report t ere ore eals, xn a larger sense, with a
regional park development, providing for a great
variety of year-round activity. t;21!

In order to make the Marina a recreational asset for
the general public as well as boat owners, the report ad-
vised that all of the area between Pacific Coast Highway and
the ocean should be treated as a regional park. Bathing
beaches, pools for children's sports, playfields, picnic
grounds, and landscaped acres were all designated on the
design plan. The exact number of acres for land and/or the
project as a whole was not specified. The report suggested
that an administration building, a post office, a branch
library, a chamber of commerce office, and a marine museum
and aquarium might also be included. 122! The plan also
contemplated that the County would acquire areas outside the
harbor limits for marine-related industrial and business
uses such as boat yards, gasoline stations, yacht clubs,
charter boats, and marine supplies. �3! On this basis, the
report pointed out that it was erroneous to assume that
the initial cost per boat was excessive or that the harbor
would. serve only those who owned boats:

...the boat owners, through mooring fees and
other sources, will actually contribute more
than is expended on the facilities they use,
leaving the general recreational fac.ilities
 bathing, picnicking, athletics, model boat
racing, etc.! and the increase in assessed values
and in the attractiveness of the County to its
citizens and to visitors, as a net gain to the
public. 124!

The Marina del Re report served as the position state-
ment and ocumentatj.on for local interests in the U.S.
Corps' preliminary examination and survey. On August 12,
1938, the U.S. Army Corps Los Angeles District Office beld a
public hearing in Venice, California, to discuss the proposed
recreational harbor. A major portion of the meeting was
devoted to an explanation of the County report. Civic
groups and business interests testified on behalf of the
County's studies and recommendations. Other governmental
representatives from the City of Los Angeles and the various
communities surrounding the proposed harbor also testified'
Although Taggart Aston from the Culver City Chamber of
Commerce proposed. a radically different harbor design than
the one discussed in the County's report""  see Map 1-3!,
supported the basic rationale for a recreational harbor at
Playa del Rey Inlet as did representatives from the other

Emp asks a e
"*This design was basically a refinement of the one he

proposed in the U.S. Corps hearing of July 1936.

-10-
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cities. No one opposed the project other than one home
owner who favored investing the money in an industrial.
center to provide jobs and another who wanted the improv~-
ment to be designed so that it preserved and enhanced the
adjacent Venice Canals. �5!

On the basis of this hearing as well as the County
report, the Corps hearing officer recommended in a May 1939
preliminary survey that local interests provide most of the
estimated $9,039,000 in project costs because the main
benefits would be local. The final Corps recommendation did
conclude, however, that Federal interest in navigation and
commerce would warrant Federal participation to the extent
of $941,300 for an entrance channel. �6! This was the first
official statement that the major financial burden for the
project should be placed on local interests. However, the
survey proposed by the Los Angeles District Engineer was not.
approved in March 1940.

I.ocal efforts for the harbor continued. In December
and January 1940-1941, groups supporting the harbor solicited
signatures for a petition proposing the formation of a
harbor district under State of California regulations. �7!
Most of the assessed properties included in the proposed
jurisdiction were well removed from the coast. The district
was bounded on the west by Pacific Coast Highway; east along
Sunset Boulevard to Fairfax Avenue; sout.h along Fairfax Avenue
to Pico Boulevard; east on Pico to Crenshaw Boulevard; south
on Crenshaw to the Imperial Highway, and west on Imperial
the Pacific Ocean. Objections to the proposed harbor assess-
ment district deluged the I.os Angeles County Board of Super-
visors. Intense local opposition came from small property
owners and organizations such as the Bay District Property
Owners Association �8!, the Commercial Board of Los Angeles
�9!, and the West Hollywood Improvement Association �0!
who would have been taxed for the recreational habor improve-
ments. In May of 1941, the Board of Supervisors acceded to
this pressure and denied the petition.

In spite of this overwhelming opposition to the proposed
assessment district, renewed activities began near the end
of World W'ar II to promote the harbor. The Chief of U.ST
Army Engineers authorized a new survey on April 6, 1944, and
the County Board of Supervisors adopted its Master Plan of
Shoreline Development on August 4, 1945, designating the
harbor at Playa del Rey Inlet as a first priority item.
Subsequently, on February 13, 1946, the Regional Planning
Commission approved the draft of a U.S. Corps resolution and
drawings for a harbor as conforming to the Master Plan.

The City of Los Angeles was also taking an active role
in promoting the proposed harbor. The City considered the
harbor at Playa del key as an integral unit of its develop-
ment plan for the Santa Monica Bay shoreline from Topanga

-12-



Canyon to El Segundo. The plan of development proposed by
the City included widened and improved beaches, adequate
bathhouses and parking areas, picnic facilities, special
recreational centers, saltwater bathing pools and children' s
wading pools, fishing piers, youth organizational camps,
tourist parks with cabin and trailer accommodations, and a
bird sanctuary to perpetuate wildlife inhabiting the area.
�1! The City justified the harbor in terms of the need for
additional mooring space and recreational improvements for
small craft boating. Consequently, in its Resolution of
April 25, 1946, the City pledged cooperation to the Federal
government for constructing the proposed harbor. �2!

According to the 1938 design plan, the harbor was to
have a U-shape and a capacity for about 5,200 small craft.
Taking the lead from the local concept of a large recrea-
tional park, the District Corps' May 1946 proposal enlarged
the overall size of the proj ect and expanded the capacity
for boat slips to 9,000 by adopting an elliptical design for
the yacht basin  see Map 1-4! . The new plan called for a
total of 2,111 acres, including 800 of water area and 1,311
of land area. Also, over half of the land area was earmarked
for park and recreational use. �3! The South Pacific
Division Office of the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers concur-
red in June with the District Office's acreage recommenda-
tions. The Division also approved a cost distribution of
$18,405,000 as the local share and $4,793,000 for navigational
purposes as the Federal share. �4!

Local efforts to meet funding obligations intensified.
Because of the earlier opposition to a harbor assessment
district, representatives of Los Angeles County successfully
lobbied with the California State Legislature in 1947 for a
statute giving all counties the authority to directly manage
harbor facilities and to float revenue bonds for harbor pur-
poses when approved by a county's electorate. �5! Thus,
this legislation enlarged the tax base for the harbor to Los
Angeles County as a whole and gave the County Board of
Supervisors broader governing powers over the completed
harbor developments. Local interests also made moves to
reduce the size of the proj ect. In early 1948, both the
City and County of Los Angeles hired engineering firms to
survey the harbor and make an engineering and economic
report. As a result, the Corps' August 1.948 proposal modi-
fied the 1946 plan by reducing land acreage from 1,311 to
844, water acreage from 800 to 717 and the number of slips
from 9,000 to 8,000. �6! Although the total project costs
increased from $23,198,000 to $25,603,000, the local share
decreased to $16,505,000, with $9,098,000 as the Federal
share. In September 1948, officials of the City and County
of Los Angeles met with the U.S. Corps Los Angeles District
Office to review the proposed Corps plan. Later in
September the Board of Supervisors approved a modification
of the proposal which reduced the total cost to the

-15-
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194  i f i gur< o I $'3, I DN, ID ! «rr<I pl edged  .ounty cooperat ion
nlron t lre aplrroval of tire Count> el ec torate. Iloweve r, orre
s oar Inter Ln Septezil~er 1949, tlr<. Soutl] I'ac if ic Divisi on of
tire If. S. Arriry  .orps of' I ng i neer . i isue~I a favorable rcpor t
at a tot r I < ost of <! S, i�3,0 f I. �7!

Apri J. "S, 1950, tire  :o«nty Ho;rrd of S«perviiors
;«loptecl a Rosolut ion irri iting tI>e !<oar d of !:ngineers for
R i vers arrJ liar'bor's of Ivash i ngtorr. Ir.  :. to IsoI d Irearings in
 Ire early  all on tl!e I>r'oI!osed h;irbor. Subse luerltly, a
lrub1 ic JrI;rr ing w ri hc ld on Septcml er 7, 1950 irr Playa <lel
Rey. At tire o<rtset, tlute Ireari rrg of f i cer stated that
conse<luence of- Ifnited St;rtcs invoIvement in the Korean
Corr f l i ct, I-'res i >lent i al policy r equired t hat I> roposed public
Iirojccts must contribute. direct I> to the n;rt iona 1 defense.
I:ol lowing tlrese guide I i nes regard ing nat iona 1 defense pr i or i-
t i ei, test in ony for the most part emphasi ed the defense
capahi lit ies of the proposed marina. This led to some
rather I! i ar re statement s on th< part of participants. Runa
 :omby, local representative of the National Arrdubon Society,
declared that the Societ> wanted to see something for wild-
life in the harbor plan because, among other reason», these
areas "... were of service during the war because servicemen
received inspiration from such areas." L35! There were no
opponents to the project at this hearing.

During the hearing, tfre IJ.S. Corps inquired about the
rrature of the proposed harbor's governance. This was the
first time that the Corps had raised the issue. Because
both the City and County of 1os Angeles had jurisdiction
over different parts of the proposed development, the hearing
officeri were concerned about the harbor's eventual operation
and management, City Councilman Harold Harby and County
Supervisor Raymond Darby reported that there had been
some discussion about a joint board similar to the Golden
Gate Bridge Authority or the Oakland Bridge Authority, but
as Councilman Harby noted "...we could not take any action
until you Lthe U.S. Corps! report what we have to do." �9!
Doubts about local management of the harbor were expressed
in the Board of Engineers for Rivers and Harbors' report to
the Secretary of the Army on October 30, 1951. The report
stated that the Board of Engineers was not convinced "...of
the advisability of the United States participating in the
improvement to the extent recommended by their reporting
officers..." and questioned whether local interests were in
agreement as to operation, control, and sponsorship of the
improvement. �0!

Despite the elimination of large land areas in the pro-
posed plan, the Board of Engineers stressed the use of the
area as a park benefiting local interests:

The Board believes that in addition to the evaluated
benefits resulting directly from construction of the
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small-boat harbor, benefits would accrue to l.ocalinterests from the use of the area as a park facility.
It can be expected that the area will be visited
'enjoyed by many persons in no way connected with
small-boat commerce. �1!

Because the Board of Engineers believed that the localwould benefit more than the Nation as a whole, it concluded
that Federal participation could be justi fied For only$6,151,000 of the total cost of $25,578,000 �2! . On the
basis of this report, the U.S. Corps Chief of Engineers re'-
commended the project to the Secretary of the Army on August
!952.

The report was ultimately submitted to the I ouse oIRepresentatives on May 11, 1954. After passing both llouses>
President Dwight D. Eisenhower signed the omnibus bill onSeptember 3, l954  Public Lac 780! which authorized Marinadel Rey as a Federal project. The bill designated 453 acresof land. and 717 acres of wat.er for the project and permittedthe U.S. Corps to construct the necessary navigational im-provements, bearing 50 percent. of the costs. Federal parE>-cipation was provided at $6,193,000 out of a total cost of
$25,620,000. In the same year, the State of Californiapassed legislation providing a $2 million loan to the County
from tideland oil reserves for acquis ition of land at the
harbor site.

Thus, by the end of 1954, the concept of the harbor had
become more oriented. to navigational requirements forsmall-craft recreation than to both land and aquatic recrea-
tion. Federal guidelines for building recreational harbors
had. been developed such that they only allowed Federalparticipation for basic navigational features of the harbor.Local interests then became responsible for the major shareof the project costs. As a result, the ratio of land towater acreage diminished over time as the concept of a largerecreational park/marina became increasingly unrealistic in
view of local funding priorities.
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FINANCIAL AND ADNINISTRATIVE STRUCTURE

In the period following Congressional authorization of
the Marina del Rey project, County priorities for financing,
planning and administering the Marina became central consid-
erations in the Marina's development. The County formalized
its role on September 23, 1954, twenty days after the Federal
omnibus bill authorization, by creating the Department of
Harbors and Marinas. Subject to the authority of the Board
of Supervisors, the Department was given the duty to develop,
manage, and regulate not only Marina del Rey, but also all
other small craft harbors and marinas under the jurisdiction
of the County. The Director's duties included:

a. The establishment and enforcement of rules and
regulations;

b. The imposition and collection of charges, rates,
and rentals for the use of the facilities of
such harbors and marinas;

c. The leasing, subleasing, licensing the use, indi-
vidually or collectively, of portions of such
harbors and marinas and the imposition and collec-
tion of rentals, charges, and rates therefrom;

The development, improvement, expansion, mainte-
nance, and operation of such harbors and marinas;

e. Such other authority and duties as the Board
 should! delegate to him. �!
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Although these powers were quite broad, the Department's
initial role was primarily one of assisting private consult-
ants in developing the Marina.

Fiscal Priorities for Desi nin the Marina

As local sponsor of the project, the County would assume
responsibility for three-fourths of its cost. Consequently,
the Board of Supervisors authorized a study of the project's
economic feasibility and available financing methods, Fund-
ing the Marina through general obligation bonds would have
required that the bond issue be approved by a two-thirds vote
of the electorate. Revenue bonds, on the other hand, needed
the approval of only a majority of the voters and did not
obligate the County's General Fund. A specified amount of
revenue generated from the Marina's operation would be des ig-
nated for their redemption.

The Supervisors hired the engineering consulting firm of
George Nicholson and Company of Long Beach in March l955 to
prepare a schematic plan for the facility and to conduct the
economic feasibility study. The firm, with the assistance of
the Department of Harbors and Marinas, was directed to reduce
the Marina's total cost and to increase the amount of land
available for revenue-producing activities.

One year later, in March 1956, Nicholson's report found
the project to be economically feasible and provided the
general rationale for undertaking it, which included:

1. The 1955 population concentration of five million
on the Southern Californ.ia coast, and projections
of future population growth;

2. The shortage of anchorages in the area, Los
Angeles, Long Beach, and. Newport Harbors being
the only existing facilities for small craft;

3. The inadequate arrangement for small craft at the
predominantly commercial Los Angeles and Long
Beach Harbors;

4. The high cost of transportation to Newport Harbor;

5. An expanded demand for mooring space due to
increases in population. and boat ownership;

6. The constraint on boat ownership in the area due
to limited mooring space. �!

On the basis of these justifications, Nicholson stated
that the following benefits would result from the project:
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Increased employment from Marina construction,
and thus, increased boat taxes;

2. Revenue from increased boat taxes;

3. New boat construction for added wealth to the
County;

4. Recreational benefits to reduce juvenile delin-
quency and for future Olympic Games;

5. Tourists who would use motels, as well as recrea-
tional facilities;

6. Relieving congestion at other harbors;

7. Savings in boat repair and maintenance costs
because of non-polluted water;

8. Prevention of boat damage by serving as a harbor
of refuge;

9. Increased fish catch;

10. Mosquito abatement control savings;

11. Improvement in land value and resulting tax
increase;

12. Valuable asset to U.S. Navy during national
defense;

13. Service as a U.S. Coast Guard Base;

14. Reduced flood damage. �!

The economic feasibility of the project was based on
Nicholson's analysis of estimated increases in revenues from
anticipated Marina businesses and taxes. The report found
that the anticipated increases in annual tax returns from
the development and direct revenues from the Marina's opera-
tion would justify the County's spending $12,600,000 for
site acquisition and $9,577,000 for construction. Nicholson
concluded that the possible future revenues justified a
rapid and bold program of acquisition and construction at
the earliest possible date. �!

The Nicholson report also included a new physical
design for the harbor, "Alternative Schematic Plan No. 2,"
which had been adopted by the Board of Supervisors on Febru-
ary Zl, 1956  see Map Z-l!. The revised plan altered the
shape of the harbor, discarding the sailing lagoon  elliptical
basin! for a straight main channel with seven moles. �!
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The new design addressed the Marina's cost problems in two
ways: It decreased the tota] area from 1,170 to 918 acres
and increased the amount of land from 453 to 508 acres. �!
This had the ef feet of making more revenue-producing land
available while actually lowering the site acquisition
costs.

On the basis of the study, the County formally assumed
responsibility in Oct.ober I956 for representing local sponsor-
ship of the project. By Resolution of the Supervisors, the
County agreed to:

a. Contribute 50 percent of the cost of the work
to be performed by the United. States; this w«k
would comprise constructing the entrance jetties,
dredging the entrance and main channels, and
revetting the banks adjoining the entrance channel;

b. Provide without cost to the United States all
rights-of-way necessary for construction and
maintenance of the improvement, and supply suit-
able spoil-disposal areas for initial work and
subsequent maintenance when and as required;

c. Secure and hold in the public interest the lands
bordering on the proposed development to a width
sufficient for proper functioning of the harbor;

d. Remove or relocate all interfering facilities
including oil wells and relocate and construct
public utilities as required;

e. Construct bulkheads or stone revetments on the
side and end slopes of the basins and moles;

f. Provide for vacating or relocating roads and high-
ways;

g. Clear all structures and improvements from the
rights-of-way required for the proposed construc-
tion by the United States;

h. Relocate the tide gates, which connect the znain
Venice canal with the Ballona Creek flood control
channel, from the right bank of the flood control
channel to the north bank of the entrance channel;

i. Provide adequate berthing facilities and other
facilities for small craft;

j. Provide adequate parking areas, access roads, an
landscaping;
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k. Establish a public body to regulate the use and
development of harbor facilities, which shal I be
open to all on equal terms;

1. Dredge or bear the actual cost of dredging
the side basins;

m. Maintain and operate the entire project except
the aids-to-navigation, the entrance jetties,
the stone revetments constructed by the United
States, and the project depths in the entrance
and main channels;

n. Hold and save the United States free from
damages due to the construction and maintenance
of the improvement;

o. Agree that construction, of a project as recom-
mended shall not relieve local interests of
responsibility for stabilization of the beach
fill along the shores of Santa Monica Bay;

p. Relocate that part of the Venice se~er that
crosses the proposed harbor site as soon as
possible to prevent unreasonable delay in the
completion of the project, and

q. Adopt a precise finalized plan of alternative
schematic plan No. Z. �!

As its first action, the County began acquiring rights-of-way for the project and designated $1,373,074 for initia-tion of the proposed project,  8! The Corps of Engineers,however, made further changes in the design when it formally
approved the agreement. In its Desi n Memorandum No. 1
General Desi n for Pla a del Re Inlet and Har or Venice
a i ornza, ate ovem er t e orps urt er re uce

824 acres. The amount of water acreage, however, was increasedfrom 410 to 451 and the amount of land acreage was reducedfrom 508 to 373. As can be seen from a comparison of Maps
2-1 and 2-2, the major land reduction was in the area bounded
by Lincoln Boulevard, Basin H, and the Ballona Creek Flood
Control Channel.

The Corps plan called for 6,200 mooring slips and
provisions for 2,000 trailer-mounted craft, This was a
greater number of slips per water acre than its previously
approved plan for 8,000 slips utilizing 717 acres of water.
The design, however, eliminated the sailing lagoon which
precluded the use of the Marina by small boats seeking pro-
tected waters and/or recreational areas. This authorized
redesign officially changed the basic character of the
Marina from a traditional recreational harbor to a berth-
ing facility whose waters would be used primarily for
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entrance and exist by larger recreational craft. T' he
initial decision of the County to eliminate the sailing
lagoon and the actions of the Corps in making official
design changes took place without public hearings.  9!

Final modifications were made in the design in late
1958, These did not result in any major alterations and
were mostly correctional in nature at the County's request-
They involved dredging, realignment of roads and adjustment
of beach lives. A comparison of the successive changes in
the design and costs of the project between 19~4 and 1958
is shown in Table I. Note that there was an .'ncrease in
the proposed local share of- almost $4 million and a reduc-
tion in federal involvement of almost $3 million over this
four-year period.

The County proposed to meet its obligation by a
Resolution which had been submitted to the electorate on
November 6, 1956 calling for the issuance of $13 million
in revenue bonds to finance small boat harbor improvements
and facilities for the public's convenience. The voters
approved the measure by a two-to-one margin. In addition
to the bonds, the Supervisors allocated 	5 million from
the County General Fund for land purchases and borrowed $2
million from the State of California to provide its share
of Marina funding. Land for the Marina was acquired
between 1957 and 1959, primarily from private parties
through condemnation or negotiated sales. All but a small
portio~ of the area was located in unincorporated territory
under the di rect jurisdiction of the County. Several
uninhabited parcels of land included in the project were
owned by the County, but were within the City of Los
Angeles . By agreement, these sections were disincorporated
from the City in December 1960.

Revenue Bond Studies

To expedite the sale of the revenue bonds, Chief
Administrative Officer L. S. Hollinger requested that the
Board of Supervisors hire a municipal financing consultant
to develop a feasibility study necessary for marketing the
bonds. Hollinger specifically recommended that the ser-
vices of the firm of Stone and Youngberg of San Francisco
be acquired. The County entered into an agreement with
Stone and Youngberg in July 1958 to produce a study for
$50,000. The fee, however, was payable only if the Super-
visors accepted the firm's report. This condition proved
to be important because the resulting plan was not approved.

Two basic issues caused its rejection. One concerned
Stone and Youngberg's proposal that the County General
Fund be liable for redemption of the bonds if Marina
operations did not produce adequate revenues, The second
issue related to the nature of the Marina's management. The
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consulting firm proposed that an independent Board of Harbor
Commissi,oners assume the responsibility for making policy
and directing the operations of the faci],ity. In a letter to
the Supervisors on August l, 1958 recommending rejection
of Stone and Youngberg's plan, Hollinger made particular
note that the Supervisors themselves should be directly
responsible for the Marina's management. He wrote.'

The Board of Supervisors, which conceived, spon-
sored, and for many years has fostered the develop-
ment of a small craft harbor would relinquish its
moral obligation to accomplish this project for the
benefit of all citizens of the County. The many
years of careful consideration and thought which
has been contributed by the Board of Supervisors
has placed upon the Board a moral responsibility to
realize the ultimate development of this harbor.
In line with such goals and objectives, it seems
neither proper nor expedient for the Board at this
late date to abdicate such responsibility by relin-
quishing control over the last stages of development
and the future operation. �2!

This recommendation was an interpretation of Section K of the
November 1956 Corps of Engineer's Desi n Memorandum No.
General Desi n for Pla a del Re Inlet an Har or Venice
ali ornia w ic require t at t e ounty esta its a

harbor facilities" "open to all on equal terms." Thus Hol-
linger's recommendation suggested that the Board of Super-
visors, as an elected group, was the appropriate public
body.

In his letter, Hollinger made other proposals for
issuing the bonds and for establishing an interim management
structure. These proposals included the following:

1. Contracts should be entered into with nationally
known firms to provide the following:

a. Consulting engineering services to check
plans, estimate revenue from the project,
and estimate the cost of maintenance and
operations;

b . Bond counseling services to research the
legality of the proceedings;

c. Municipal financing consultant services to
recommend the terms of the bond issue and
develop a marketing perspectus.

2. An interim committee should be created to make
recommendations on the above contracts and
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should consist of the Chief Administrative Of-
ficer, County Treasurer, County Auditor and Con-
troller, County Counsel, and the I!irector of
IIarbors and Marinas.

In its initial work, the interim committee concluded
that the bonds should be sold nationally by competitive bid-
ding rather than through an underwriter. �3! The committee
further decided that the economic feasibility report should
be written by Coverdale and Colpitts, that the firm of
O'Melveny and Myers be hired as the bond consultants, and
that Stone and Youngberg be retained as the financial con-
sultant. The Board of Supervisors ratified the committee's
recommendations in August l958.

The County, meanwhile, lobbied at the 1958 session of
the California Legislature to change a law which placed a
ten-year limit on granting concessions in projects financed
in whole or part by revenue bonds. The County expected that
the ability t.o enter into longer-term lease agreements would
increase the marketability of the bonds as well as allow
their sale at a lower rate of interest. �4! The Legislature
was responsive and amended the law to permit leases up to
sixty years, after which leaseholds facilities reverted to
the County.

Since the bond obligations were to be met by rents from
concessions in the Marina, the profitability and stability
of potential uses became of major concern in the economic
feasibility study conducted by Coverdale and Colpitts. In
conducting the study, the firm inspected sixty marinas and
yacht clubs along the Pacific Coast, the Great Lakes, and
the Florida Coast. �5! The most successful marinas were
found to be developed in proximity to heavily populated
urban centers. This finding was used as a basic factor in
justifying the suitability of the Los Angeles area for
supporting a marina. The firm also gathered data on ship
chandlers, ship brokers, small boat repair yards, clubs,
marine fuel stations, launching areas for small boats,
cabanas and trailer-cabanas. Subsequently, Coverdale and
Colpitts recommended that all of these facilities be included
in the Marina. The firm did not consider residential develop-
ments as a potential use in the project.

The consultant interviewed more than twenty individuals
who had expressed interest in establishing recommended
facilities in the Marina. On the basis of these talks and
the several hundred letters received by the Department of
Harbors and Marinas from persons interested in leasing
sites, the firm concluded that the inquiries confirmed the
impression of "...great interest on the part of potential
lessees." �6! Coverdale and Colpitts also made a number of
specific suggestions regarding minimum requirements for
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Financial Res ansibilit of the Bidder

The bidder should be required to prove he has
the capital required to build the necessary
facilities within a specified time on the
entire area to be leased.

Standards of Construction

All plans for development should be in accord-
ance with a general standard established by the
authorities and should be approved by the
Marina administration before contracts could
be let by the lessee.

Scale of Char es

Scales of charges for anchorages, cabanas, and
cabana-trailers should be consistent throughout.

Assurance of Good Mana ement

Those with proven management capabilities should
be given preference for granting Marina lease-
holds.

Period of Lease

The period. should be of sufficient duration to
justify the nature of the construction required
on the leased area.

Minimum Rental

Minimum rentals should be charged which are at
least sufficient to meet the annual requirements
of operating expenses and interest charges. An
average of approximately $.06 per square foot is
recommended to meet this goal. Once this minimum
is exceeded, the rental would then be based on a
percentage of the lessee's gross revenues.

Certified Statement of Earnin s7.

Each lessee should be required to furnish state-
ments of properly certified public accountants
which should show, at a minimum, the gross revenues
and net income of the lessees and the amount of
capital invested by him in the leased property,
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Board of Supervisors later incorporated most of these recom-
mendations into the County's leasing procedures. The rec.om-
mendations included:



8. Insurance

Assurances of entire protection, not only for fire
and casualty but also for public liability, should
be required to free the County of any third-party
liability. �7!

On September 1S, 1959, the Supervisors adopted the
Marina del Rey Revenue Bond Resolution. This document
stipulated the conditions of bond sale and the County's obli-
gations to the bondho] ders. In fact, it became the"charter"
of the Marina. The provisions which the Resolution estab-
lished for financing and leasing dominated nearly all sub-
sequent decisions concerning the character and development
of Marina facilities. Two sections are particularly important
in this respect. Section S04 of the Bond Resolution stated
that Los Angeles County could meet bond obligations either
through rental payments from the leases or by operating its
own concessions:

Leases. The Board of Supervisors covenants that
rt wall proceed with diligence and will use its
best efforts to lease all or such portions of the
Project as may be necessary to provide Revenues
in the amounts, at the times and for the purposes
required by this Resolution. All such leases
shall be made and entered into with responsible
persons in the manner provided by law, and any or
all bids or proposals for such leases may be
rejected by the Board of Supervisors if it deems
such action to be in the public interest. In the
event the Board of Supervisors shall be unable to
obtain such bids or proposals from responsible
persons or shall reject all bids and proposals
received, then, to the extent permitted by law,
the Board of Supervisors shall acquire, construct,
and operate revenue-producing facilities upon the
Project that will produce revenues, which, together
with other revenues derived from the Project, will
provide total revenues in the amounts, at the times,
and for the purposes required by this Resolution. �8!

A further section of the Resolution is even more crucial
for understanding the land use patterns which developed at
Marina del Rey. Section 506 prohibits the establishment of
free activities which would diminish the revenue-generating

Free Use of Pro ect and Facilities Limited. The
oar o upervxsors covenants t at at no time will

it permit the Project or the use or services of the
facie.ities of the Project to be used without charge
therefor or be furnished free of charge to any per-
son, including the State, the employees of the County,



or another public body actually rendering services to
the County in connection with the Project, to such an
extent or in such manner as will limit or diminish im
any way the obligation contained in Section 505 here-
of. �9!

Moreover, the Supervisors wrote a further protection
into the Resolution for bondholders. Article V, Section 513
provides that "Consulting Engineers" would be appointed
directly by the Supervisors and be responsible to it for
providing advice and recommendations on financial matters
pertaining to harbor operation and for submitting:

1. Recommendations as to any necessary or advis-
able changes or revisions of the rates, the
services, or the uses of the Project; and

2. Findings as to whether the Project has been
maintained in good repair and sound operating
condition, and an estimate of the amount, if
any, required to be expended to place the same
in such condition, and the details of such
expenditures and the approximate times required
therefor. �0!

The current economic consultants, Coverdale and Colpitts,
then assumed the official title of Consulting Engineers. The
function of the firm as Consulting Engineers, thus, was to
serve as a "monitor" on the Marina's management to protect
the bond. holders from default by the County.

Once the Bond. Resolution was adopted, the Supervisors
began selling the $13,000,000 worth of revenue bonds in
December 1959. Bonds for the Marina were of $1,000 denomina-
tions, carrying an interest rate of 5.6 percent. They were
to be redeemed according to an increasing schedule beginning
with $130,000 in October 1965 and ending with $S10,000 in
October 1999. �1!

Initial Mana ement Or anization

After the Corps of Engineers completed the engineering
work on the Marina channel and the procedures for issuing
revenue bonds were established, the main focus of County
activities became site leasing. Once underway, the pattern
of events produced several changes in the formal organization
for managing the Marina. In December 1959, the Board of
Supervisors appointed Victor Gruen Associates to develop a
land use plan for the Marina which could be used as a guide
for soliciting and evaluating lease bids. Gruen submitted
A Develo ment Plan for Marina del Re Small Craft Harbor the

o owing ay an revise it in eptem er to respond to
the reactions of the investment community. Gruen developed
the plan to allocate revenue-producing uses recommended by



Coverdale and Colpitts to speci fic areas in the Marina.*
The document detailed the parceling of the land and related
the uses to one another with respect to circulation and
density. Gruen's work was conducted independently of the
Department of' Small Craft Harbors  DSCH! *" although the
Department did provide support and assistance. As in the
case of Coverdale and Colpitts, a primary goal in the
Gruen design was to enhance and prot:ect the revenue- pro-
ducing capability of the Marina and thus the County's
ability to meet its debt obligation. The appointment of a
Marina Harbor Co~troller and a property Manager was
next step in process. They assumed the responsibility for
writing leases based on the Gruen land use plan and issuing
lease bid calls in response to current market demands

The concern for the fj.nancial success of the project
also influenced the degree of control felt necessary over
the design quality and compatibility of Marina developments.
All three consultants for the Marina--George Nicholson,
Coverdale and Colpitts, and Gruen Associates--had recom-
mended that aesthetic standards and landscape quality be
maintained by a review and approval process for any struc-
tures to be built. Therefore, on February 23, 1960, the
Supervisors adopted an order appointing a Design Control
Board  DCB! "...to assure conformity on the part of
successful bidders who may construct improvements within
the Small Craft Harbor." �2! The DCB was formed as an
autonomous body whose decisions could only be reviewed by
the Board of Supervisors and whose membership consisted of
two architects and one businessman. To establish basic
design and construction criteria for Marina lessees, the
Board of Supervisors approved and adopted the Marina del
Rey S ecifications and Mini,mum Standards of Architectural
Treatment an Construction on anuary e

Marina el Rey lease orm binds lessees to accept these
architectural standards  and amendments thereto! and to
acknowledge the authority of the Design Control Board
over their project designs. �4!

This basic organizational structure consisting of the
Board of Supervisors, the Design Control Board, and the
Department of Small Craft Harbors might have continued had
not problems arisen over the leasing procedures, The DSCH
put 12 parcels up for bid in January L96L. There was,
however, much less competition for them than had been
predicted by the County's various consultants. Only 3 of
the l3 parcels finally leased had more than one bid.. �5!
Director of the DSCH, Rex Thompson, blamed the slow start
on the current economic recession and the fact that poten-
tial lessees were unable to obtain FHA guaranteed loans.

One major a ition was the option of building apartments
on some parcels.

""The name of the Department of Harbors and Marinas was
changed to Department of Small Craft Harbors in May L9$9.
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This poor showing in lease bidding created concern among
bondholders. During July 1961, bondholder representatives
met several times with individual County Supervisors. One
reason for these meetings was that the Chairman of the
Board of Supervisors, Ernest Debs, had expressed doubts
that the Board was being adequately informed about DSC11
decisions. To remedy this problem, Debs suggested that
the Supervisors would be better informed if each member of
the Board were to name a leading businessman to a special
advisory commission. His suggestions received little
support. Supervisor Burton W. Chace, whose Fourth District
contained the Marina and. who was Chairman of tho Department
of Harbors and Marinas, strongly opposed the idea. �6!

The question of leasing policy, however, became a
matter of wide public debate during the summer of 1961.
In a series of articles, Los An eles Herald-Ex ress reporter
Jack Keating charged that t e County was engaged in "give
away deals." 11e criticized the methods the Supervisors
used in Marina del Rey and elsewhere for awarding private
concessions and renegotiating recreational facility contracts'
�7! In one article, Keating specifically questioned
whether favored parties were receiving special treatment
in the allocation of Marina del Rey concessions. �8! He
noted that only 3 of the 13 parcels leased at the Marina
received more than one bid, while Long Beach and Redondo
Beach yacht harbors had obtained multiple bids in virtually
every concession category. More importantly, Keating
charged:

l. Marina officials admitted they have been able
to make only a limited effort to publicize
bidding. They blamed this on legal rulings
that neither County General Funds nor harbor
bond revenues could be spend for such purposes;

2. Ground rules that were set up gave the Board of
Supervisors great leeway in rearranging lease
parcels and defining their usage;

3. The Board of Supervisors and Marina officials
had wide discretion in evaluating bidders'
qualifications;

4. Important changes had been made in the original
Marina master plan as well as the first bidders'
manual, containing bidding details, which some
would-be bidders had not learned of. These
changes made bidding more favorable and might have
encouraged wider bidding if generally known;

5. Descriptions of permitted uses of certain Marina
parcels advertised have been so broad and vague
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that prospective bidders could hardly proceed with-
out inside information on what type of facility
would finally he accepted. �9!

Finally, Keating asserted that the claim of favoritism was
supported by Supervisor Chace's strong opposition to Debs'
proposal to place the leasing activities and management of
the Marina under the "watchful eye" of a citizen's commission.
�0!

Pressure about Marina policies arose from another
source in the latter part of the summer. Residents and
property owners on the Marina's periphery began to react to
the project's implications for the overall area. In August
1961, the Small Property Owners League of Los Angeles County
and the Venice Canal Improvement Association asked by letter
that the County Grand Jury investigate the propriety, if not
the legality, of a number of the Marina's aspects, charging:

1. The many apartments planned will compete with
existing buildings surrounding the Marina;

2. An investigation should determine whether govern-
ment money should be allocated and bond resolu-
tions should have been allowed in a venture which
considers the profit to outside investors above
the welfare of taxpayers and constituents in Los
Angeles County;

3. Three- to thirteen-story apartments and three- and
four-story parking for cars place the accent on
planned land use and minimize water use and
boating aspects. Only one boat haulout conces-
sion has been announced when launching facilities
are most urgently needed in Southern California;

4. The Marina, unlike others throughout the United
States, is designed to exclude view from the
outside.

The letter to the Grand Jury concluded with this state-

ment: ...we believe that no government-subsidized profit-
making venture af this magnitude should lawfully exist
which can in any way prevent orderly growth of other
public and private developments. We ask that the
investigation bring to light the effect of this
arbitrary attitude on surrounding property owners and
area residents, and that secrec be lifted* so that
the public can be informe as to a p armed future
land and water use, and that all directors and offi-
cials of the combined management of this county-

mp asks a e
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engineer corps project be instructed to f 11 ar
the immediate surroundin entities* in t p

or imme sate an uture use o land and water. �1!

No Grand Jury action was taken on the request. However,
the cumulative effect of bondholder concern over the failure
to attract competitive bids, newspaper charges of favori-
tism, and opposition to developmental. policies from some
neighboring property owners produced changes in the Marina
management. structure. The Supervisors voted on August. 16,
1961, to create a five-man citizens' "watchdog committee" to
act as an advisory body. The lone opposing vote came from
Chace. In support of the move, Supervisor Kenneth Hahn
decl. ared, "I thi.nk it is high time the Board acts, before
there is more serious criticism, to keep the public informed
on what is going on." �2! Supervisor Debs argued that,
am advised that some $19.S million of the taxpayers' money
has gone into the Marina. In this case, I would feel a lot
better if we had a citizen's commission. My appointee will
be an outstanding man from the field of finance." �3!

Requirements were specified in the Resolution to insure
that the new group would be able to provide sound financial
advice. The Supervisors voted that the members of the Small
Craft Harbor Advisory Commission, appointed for three-year
terms, would have training and experience in one or more of
the following fields:

a. Corporate or governmental finance and investment.

b. Commercial or governmental construction.

c. Real property management.

d. Recreational harbor or port planning, management
and operation.

e. Public or private corporate executive manage-
ment. �4!

Initial appointments to the Commission were basically
drawn from the business community and included:

l. Aubre Z. Austin Jr., civic leader and presi-
ent o t e anta onica Bank, Chairman of the

Commission to the present;

2. Ma or General William A. Worton  USMC ret.!,
veteran o t arty-two years service and former
emergency Chief of Police of Los Angeles;

mp asks a e
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3. Richard Corenson, I.os Angeles business executive
an ormer mern er of the Building Rehabilitation
Board of Appeals and resident of Beverly Hills;

Beverly Hills attorney, finan-
sman with experience in the field

of boating;

5. Robert S, Fuller, president of a Van Nuys savings
an oan company, past President of the Van Nuys
Chamber of Commerce and President of the San Fer-
nando Valley Boy Scout Council.

The Commission was empowered to advise the Board of
Supervisors on the following matters:

a. Policies and procedures of the Department and
the Board for the planning, financing, and
development of small craft harbors, including
Marina gael Rey;

b. The policies and procedures for the management
and operation of small craft harbor properties
including leasing policies and procedures, and
the negotiation of small craft harbor rentals;

c. Rules and regulations established for the opera-
tion of small craft harbor areas, including
operation and navigation of boats and public
use of facilities;

d. Upon request of the Board of Supervisors, make
recommendations concerning the minimum and maxi-
mum prices to be charged by small craft harbor
lessees and concessionaires for goods or services
supplied to the public. �5!

Further steps were taken to deal with the leasing prob-
lem. On the same day the Commission was approved �6!,
Supervisor Debs insisted that no further contracts be awarded
until the Commission was organized and "...could conduct a
complete inquiry into all phases of marina operation and...
all harbor leases." He specifically demanded that:

...whenever there is a lone concession bid, it should
be rejected and the marina director be instructed to
readvertise vigorously in order to obtain more compet-
itive bidders. �7!

Subsequently, the Supervisors instructed the County Counsel,
CAO and DSCH to make an inquiry into leasing procedures
relating to the Marina. �8! On the basis of a report sub-
mitted to the Board on leasing practices three weeks later,



the Supervisors revised the lease terms to make them more
attractive to potential bidders and acceptable for FHA
insurability. Major changes included:

1. Private Clubs: The requirement in the lease

leases as well as those already executed.

2, Price Control: The amendment specified that

charged by lessees could be appealed to the
Board of Supervisors.

3. Rent Rene otiation and Arbitration: Rent
increases were not to e ma e uring the first
five years nor more often than ten.

prior approval of the Director, sublease por-
tions of the premises  including, but not
limited to, single residential units, boat
slips, and dry storage racks! for individual,
nonbusiness, noncommercial uses. �9!

Basic Policies and Or anizational
tructure to t e resent

By the end of 1961, the basic management structure of
the Marina had been formed. Roughly, it was organized into
the hierarchical system as shown in Chart 1,* The primary
roles of the Chief, Development and Operations Division, and
the Harbor Controller were to carry out the County's obliga-
tion to generate Marina revenues. The Harbor Controller's
function was to assess market interest for specific lease-
holds designated by Gruen and to recommend to the Small Craft
Harbor Advisory Commission that individual leaseholds be put
up for bid when interest was sufficiently high. After the
lease was awarded, certain specifications for construction
of the improvements were then attached based upon recommenda-
tions made by the Chief, Development and Operations Division,
upon approval of the Design Control Board. Consequently,
the Harbor Controller's task to ensure that lessees were in
compliance with lease terms and conditions was directly
related to the Chief, Development and Operations Division's
function to inspect lessee construction and development on
the leaseholds. Thus, although each division was assigned a
specific function, the requirements of the Bond Resolution

t oug t e ar or Patrol is a function of the DSCH, it
will not be considered in this paper. This division is
more directly involved with regulating the harbor with
respect to safety and health factors and is only margin-
ally involved in the planning and leasing functions.
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as well as the lease specifications made their day-to-day
functioning closely related.

The present organizational structure for the Department
was established in 1965-1966. The Board of Supervisors
appointed the Director of the Department of Small Craft Har-
bors to head the Department of Real Estate Ma.nagement, At
the same time, the Supervisors also ordered the DSCH to be in-
corporated into the larger Department of Real Estate Manage-
ment  DREM!, recognizing that a substantial portion of
Marina-related activities consisted of real estate trans-
actions. Although the Department of Small Craft harbors has
been absorbed by the larger department  see Chart 2!, it
maintains its name for clarity in its dealings with the
public. This reorganization brought together the three
operating Divisions of the Marina  Harbor Patrol, Harbor
Development and Operations, and Lease Administration and
Finance*! under the name of "Marine Properties Group" within
the DREM and merged all budgetary and administrative support
services into a single Administrative Services Division.
Because the County General Fund may not contribute to the
operating costs of the Marina, all departmental Marina
expense is charged to the Marina Fund. �0! Apart from the
administrative support and coordination among the real
estate divisions of the new department, it is important to
note that the DSCH still maintains a high degree identifica-
tion as a coherent and specialized unit within the DRKM and
is similar to a quasi-department.

The basic functions of the Design Control Board did not
change with the merger, although Board membership had been
increased to include two architects, a landscape architect,
and two businessmen. The DCB acted later, however, to
clarify its operating standards. In January 1968, the
Board adopted a "Statement of Aims and Policies" which
declared that while the development of the Marina did not
require conformity with any pre-established, precise, architec-
tural theme or concept, the Board fully intended to assure
"...reasonable compatibility of all elements." The Statement
included guidelines to assist lessees in developing their
designs in relation to archit:ectural style or theme, aesthetic
considerations, materials, phased construction, and prepara-
tion of plans and specifications. While the Board was
clearly attempting to facilitate development, it reserved
the authority to assess the impact of lessee improvements
upon surrounding areas by noting in the guidelines that:

Whereas the economic considerations of any develop-
ment are paramount in importance to both the County
and the lessee, overdevelopment of premises,

e "Lease A mznastration and Finance Division" was
formerly "Harbor Controller."
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creating congestion, extreme density, or other
objectionable conditions will not be approved. I41!

The merger also did not affect the role of the Small
Craft Harbor Advisory Commission." Functionally, the Commis-
sion serves as an intermediary between the Supervisors and
the Department of Small Craft Harbors  or "Marine Properties
Group."!. It has no formal authority over the Department.
Primarily advising on questions of priority and legality
between the County and the lessee, the Commission's orienta-
tion has served to reinforce the DSCH's emphasis upon fiscal
responsibility as the maj or priority of the Marina. It has
rarely opposed policy recommendations of the Department.
Its potential influence, however, is reflected in the fact
that the Supervisors have never rejected its recommendations,
The Commission continues to be composed of members having
financial and corporate interests.

Just as the formal structure for managing the Marina
had emerged by 1961, so had a series of decision-making
rules for the facility's development. Most of these rules
stemmed from the County's fiscal obligations and were perva-
sive in influencing the character of all subsequen.t Marina
development. The common view of the Marina as a "business
venture" and its special status as a public facility is
reflected in a letter written to Acting Director of the
DSCH, Arthur G. Will, from the County Counsel, Harold W.
Kennedy, in November 196l:

...under the County Charter and the organization
of County government, the Board of Supervisors is
responsible for the proper conduct of all County
Departments including the department specifically
created to have charge of the Marina Project.
From a legal standpoint this department is some-
what different from other County departments in
its origin and concept. Most departments are
service departments and involve an obligation
against General Funds, but this department must have
revenue and be run as a business venture in order to
satisfy the requirements~et e Bonaacsolution. �2!

The decisions made during the 1960's concerning the
range of facilities in the Marina and the type of physical
development that took place can be best understood in terms
of the following rules:

l. Protect the Sondholders' Investment in the

If the DSCH and/or the Commission did not do so,
default proceedings could be brought against the

e ma ra t arbor Advisory Commission" was later
renamed. the "Small Craft Harbor Commission."
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County. The specific method the County and the
general taxpayer used to protect the bondholders
and therefore the County was to stipulate the
hiring of Consulting Engineers by the Board of
Supervisors to protect the economic viability
of the Project. Thus, the Consulting Engineer
was created as an autonomous entity, not a
line function of the DSCH.

2. Protect General Revenue Production of the Marina

The highest bid rent received the lease in all
cases unless the financial stability of the bidder
were in question. Specific primary uses for par-
cels were dictated almost exclusively by market
indicators for development. The Marina plan was
to be revised periodically to insure that the
Project would achieve financial stability and
thus insure its existence. Two million dollars
was established as the break-even point to pay
off bond indebtedness  interest and principle!
and operating costs . After minimum bid rents
were exceeded, rental rates would then be
based on a percentage of lessees' gross revenues.

3. Leases Must Have More than One Bid

Broad advertising of bids was established and
permitted uses for each parcel were specifically
enumerated in the lease. This was to ensure
against charges of favortism by the press and
the public.

4. Facilitate Leasin b Makin Lease Provisions
More Attractj.ve to otential essees

The provision in the lease excluding private
clubs was stricken, prices to be charged by
lessees could be appealed to the Board of
Supervisors, rents could not be increased for
the first five years, nor more often than ten
and the lessees could sublease portions of their
premises for individual non-business, noncom-
mercial purposes  e.g,, boat slips, residential
units! without prior approval of the Director
for a period not to exceed one year. These
changes made investments potentially more
attractive for FHA insurability.
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5. Establish Lines of Communication Between the
Desi n ontro Boar, t e Sma 1 Cra t Har or
A visor Commission, t e Boar of Su ervisors
t e e artment o ma Cra -t Har ors, Ot er

overnment A encies, an t e u lie

Open public hearings and pre-published agendas
were required for the Small Craft Harbor Advisory
Commission and the Design Control Hoard meetings.
Individuals  representing the Department's staff,
other governmental agencies or private interests!
wishing to appear must have notified the Director
and informed him of the purpose of his or her
appearance. The actions of the Commission
and the Design Control Board as set forth in
their minutes, resolutions, or recommendations
were to be forwarded to the effected public and
private interests. Except for establishing com-
rnercial zoning in the Marina, the Regional Planning
Commission would only be marginally involved in
the Marina's development. All decisions made by
the Design Control Board could be appealed to the
Board of Supervisors and all communications sent
to the Board of Supervisors by the Department
of Small Craft Harbors were to be approved by
the Small Craft Harbor Advisory Commission.

In short, the major functions of the Department of
Small Craft Harbors, the Small Craft Harbor Advisory Com-
mission, and the Design Control Board were to manage and
supervise the development of harbor land and water facili-
ties by private parties, to administer the Bond Resolution
and Marina leases, and to act as representatives of County
government for public users of Marina facilities. Thi.s
latter function, however, would conflict with the other two
as the Marina developed its unique residential and. commer-
cial character.
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Developing the Marina



DEVELOPING THE NAR INA

The development of the Marina can be divided roughly into
two periods. The first, between 1961 and 1968, was dominated
by efforts to insure the financial solvency of the project.
During this time, the County made a number of decisions con-
cerning land and water use patterns and the type of facilities
to be encouraged. These decisions ultimately gave the Marina
its character as a high-density residential and commercial
center encompassing a recreational boat harbor.

The second period, from 1968 to the present, has produced
different kinds of issues. Most of these grew out of the
fiscal considerations which characterized the earlier years.
One involves the availability of free or low-cost public ac-
tivities within the Marina. Another concerns questions of
equitable slip rents and provision of services for boaters.
A long-standing controversy also has existed between the
lessees and the County over possessory interest taxes which
lessees pay in addition to rents for their leaseholds. A
final set of issues has developed more recently. These in-
volve questions of environmental protection, public accessi-
bility to the coastal zone, and the Marina's impact on sur-
rounding areas' These concerns have important implications
for the Marina. Under initiative legislation passed in
November 1972, the California electorate created the Cali-
fornia State Coastal Zone Conservation Commission. This
Commission has the authority to regulate future developments
in Marina del Rey and other coastal areas in California
primarily with respect to their environmental impacts.
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Collectively, the issues concerning the Marina's internal
policies and external effects raise questi.ons about thc de-
sign of its management system. Essentially, the problem is
whether modifications are needed to account. for qualitatively
new types of policy and equity questions. The remainder of
this and the following chapter will analyze the financial
considerations which shaped the character of the Marina and
will explore several major policy and management issues which
have emerged in recent years.

Initial Land Use Allocations

Although the County electorate had passed the Marina
revenue bond issue in November 19S6, the first definitive
breakdown for parcel uses was not made until 1960. The par-
cel uses finally recommended were based upon Coverdale and
Colpitts' estimates made in 1958 for first-year revenues as
shown in Table I.  I!" Covcrdale and Colpitts' studies of
marinas on the Fast Coast and in the Mid-West provided no
evidence that such facilities could attract full-time resi-
dents. Consequently, its recommendations did not include
apartments as a preferred use. The report raised two ques-
tions concerning general public use of the Marina. One in-
volved parking. Noting that a large number of people would
be visiting the area, Coverdale and Colpitts recommended
that the County provide public parking lots. The study fur-
ther stated, however, that a clear priority in the design of
the Marina should be given to those utilizing certain types
of leased facilities:

The public may visit the Marina to patronize the
restaurants, or merely for sightseeing. It is essen-
tial, however, that such activities of the public
should not interfere with the comfort and convenience
of those on leased property, especially those in
cabanas and cabana-trailers, and others living on
the site. It is essential that there be a curfew
as far as the use of public parking is concerned,
and we believe that this is an essential policy. �!

Gruen Associates based its preliminary land use plan on
the foregoing study. The Gruen plan was distributed in May
1960 for comments from individuals and firms interested in
leasing parcels within the Marina, On the basis of the more
than two hundred responses received, Gruen issued a revised
plan in September 1960. �! The reallocations made of the
gross land area of 16,465,680 square feet �78 acres! and
the gross water area of 17,511,120 square feet �02 acres!
as shown in Table II reflect the modifications made to the
May 1960 plan. �! As noted earlier, the amount of land

over a e an Co pItts had established $2,000,000 as the
break-even point to meet annual bond interest, bond redemp-
tion, and Marina operation and maintenance costs.
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TABLE I. RENTALS FROM INDIVIDUAL ACTIVITIES FOR FIRST
Y'EAR OF fULL OPERATION BASED ON PRELIMINARY

ALLOCATION OF AREA USE ESTIMATED
BY COVERDALE AND COLPITTS

Restaurants

Clubs

Cabanas

Public parking

Miscellaneous revenues='

$2,354,IOOTotal

-Includes revenues from small shops, sports fishing,
gasoline stations for automobiles, telephones and
university boathouses.

Anchorages

Launching and dry storage

Marina chandleries and stores

8oat repair yards

Boat sales and brokerages

Marine fuel stations

$ 543,500

84,600

111, 300

120, 000

92,200

152,l00

200,000

86,400

405,000

304,000

135,000



TABLE Il. HOOiFICATIOHS IN GRUEH ASSOCIATES'
OR GIHAL LAHD USE PLAH

Se tember 1960~Mu t 960

Tata I Area: 33 ~ 976,100 sq. f t.Total Area: 33,976,100 sq. ft.

Total Revenue-
~l'rode«in Activities:

Total Revenue-
~Producin Acti ities:

19 729 751 sq. ft.*
a�8.04 of total!

19,777,000 sq. ft."
*�8.24 of total!

13,437,639 sq. ft.--
s .74 decrease!

Land: 13,535,000 sq. ft. Land:

Mater: 6,242,100 sq. f t. 6,292,112 sq. ft.a
 .84 increase!

Hater:

Total Public Use: 882,000 sq. ft.-
*�.5R of total!

Total Public Use: 755,159 sq. ft.e
«�.32 of total!

Land: 518,000 sq. ft. 391,159 sq. ftus
�4.52 decrease!

Land:

Water: 364,000 sq. ft. Mater: 364,000 sq. ft.

Uses: Beach; Parks; Buffer Strips. Uses: Beach; Parks; Buffer Strips

Uses: Anchorages; Portable Boats;
Har inc Sa I as and Serv ice; Boat Repa 1 r
Yards; Her inc Fuel Stat ion; Rest-
aurants; Snacks, Refreshments, and
Hiscellaneous Retail; Clubs; Cabanas;
Boatel-Cabanas; Trailers; Shopping
Center-Office Building; Hotel"Hotel;
Public Parking.

Uses: Anchorages; Portable Boats;
Boat Repair Yards; Boat Sales and
B roke rages; Marine Fuel Stat i on;
Restaurants; Hi seel I aneous Retai 1;
Cabanas; Cabana-Apartments; Boatel-
Cabanas-Apartments; Boatel-Cabanas'
Trailer-Cabanas-Apartments; Shopping
Center-Office Building; Hotel-Hotel;
Hotel-Apartments; Public Parking.



Public Use and Private Develo ment

These changes in land available for public use were made
without any formal public discussion or hearings on the issue.
The text of the second Gruen plan did not provide a rationale
for the reduction or even note that it had occurred. The
rnatter was raised in the press by Los An eles Ilerald-Ex ress
reporter Jack Keating, but almost a year later. In August
1961, he charged that in accepting Coverdale and Colpitts'
and Gruen Associates' assumptions and plans, the Board of
Supervisors had:

...approved a design which includes vast private
housing and comnercial facilities, some only remotely
related to operation of a harbor. From one-third to
one-half of the useable 374 acres of land in the 780-
acre harbor is being turned over to promoters for a
variety of housing projects under leases running up to
60 years. By comparison, the Marina provides for
general public use some 35 acres for parking, two tiny
park sites of less than an acre each and one beach of
less than 7 acres... �!

Xeating's challenge went to the heart of the public� -pri-
vate use issue but received little support. The public use
question in a more narrow and technical sense, however, did
become a major policy issue facing the Board of Supervisors.
The matter was raised by Marina lessees and resulted in
decisions which facilitated private development rather than
expanded public use. The County lease form signed by all
lessees contains an "Active Public Use" clause which provides
that the ultimate object of the lease is the "...complete and
continuous use of the premises herein demised by and for the
benefit of the public..." without discrimination as to race
or religion, the immediate object being the development and
realization of the greatest possible revenue. On that basis,
the lease states:

...lessee covenants and agrees that he will operate
said premises fully and continuously to the end that
the public may enjoy maximum benefits and County may
obtain revenue therefrom. In the event of any dis-
pute or controversy relating hereto, this lease shall
be construed with due regard to the aforesaid objects.
�!
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publ ic use
1930' s and

public use
designated
September,
this final
beach, two

in the Marina for recreation purposes and free
underwent substantial reductions between the
the 1950's. Even further cutbacks in general
areas were made between the 518,000 square feet
in May and the 391,159 square Feet designated in
represent ing a decrease of nearly 25 percent. In
allocation, provision was made For one small
parks, and two bu f fer strips of land  see Map 3-1!





This clause concerning "maximum benefits" to the public,
however, seemed to contradict a further section in the
standard lease which implied that the contract period for
subleases could be unlimited:

Lessees may, without prior approval of the Director,
sublease portions of the demised premises  including
but not limited to, single residential units, boat
slips, and dry storage racks! for individual, non-
business, non-commercial uses. �!

Lessees and potential lessees brought this issue to the
attention of the newly formed Small Craft Harbor Advisory
Commission in October 1961.  8! Lessees considered long-
term subleases necessary for generating maximum revenues
because such subleases lower costs for advertising and al-
leviate the burden of administering yearly subleases. The
"Active Public Use" clause, on the other hand, implied that
a great number of people would have to use the leasehold
facilities, in effect requiring a shorter subleasing period,
As a result of this contradiction in the lease provisions,
the Comm.ission requested that the County Counsel write an
opinion clarifying the situation.  9!

In a March 1962 report to the Commission, the Counsel
stated that if too much of the Marina were restricted to
private clubs and a large percentage of apartments were
leased for a long-term period, the principle of "active pub-
lic use" would be violated." �0! The basic concern of the
Counsel was that 25 percent of the Marina had been offered
already with provisions for private club facilities. If
cooperative or long-term lease apartments were allowed in
addition, a substantially larger portion of the area would be
devoted to a "private use" than had been intended originally.
On that basis, the County Counsel submitted this amendment
to the Board of Supervisors:

Lessees may, without prior approval of the Director,
sublease portions of the demised premises {including
but not limited to, single residential units, boat

In t e or>gina ruen plan of May 1960, "apartment" was
not a designated land use  see Table II!. Gruen at that time
included motel-hotel, boatel-cabanas, and trailers in their
categories of living accommodations, with varying densities
and height limitations, The firm's omission of apartments
from approved land uses was the result of legal advice from
the County Counsel to observe caution in locating apartments
in the Marina. The County Counsel was unsure of the legal
implications in relation to the public use clause. However,
after revisions were made based on comments from prospective
lessees, the revised Gruen plan of September 1960 allowed
the option of "apartment"  in addition to trailers, cabanas,
and boatels! for five parcels.
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slips, and dry storage racks!
d for individual

c e �1!

non-

County Counsel attempts to reconcile these two provisions
met with strong lessee opposition. Many were ready to cancel
their contracts, preferring to take losses to date than risk
greater losses under the "undue hardship conditions being
imposed." �2! Lessee demands co~cerning the public use
clause were motivated by another grievance they had at the
time. The Los Angeles County Assessor had imposed posses-
sory interest taxes �3! 61 percent above the rate the
lessees had expected originally. �4! On the basis of
these financial concerns, the lessees organized the Marina
del Rey Lessees Association in May 1962. An action. committee
of the Association was then formed to take the public use
clause issue d.irectly to the Board of Supervisors. This was
an effort to by-pass the Small Craft Harbor Advisory Commis-
sion which the Association believed to be unresponsive at
the time. �5!

Another powerful group also began to apply pressure. A
committee of bondholders, formed in early 1960 to represent
major investors in the Marina bonds, felt financially threat-
ened by the lessees' difficulties. The Supervisors subse-
quently held a series of conferences with representatives of
the lessees and the Department of Small Craft Harbors to
discuss the public use question. The matter was decided
basically in. favor of the lessees. The Supervisors resolved
in mid-1962 that the requirement for one-year subleases
would apply to only 25 percent of the rental units, leaving
75 percent available for longer-term arrangements. The new
provisions were revised to read:

1. Lessees will be considered to be within the
bounds of their covenants on maintenance of
"active public use" of their premises if their
pattern of subleasing for each category of
comparable accommodation for "individual, non-
commercial purposes" reflects an expiration.
rate of at least twenty-five �54! of such sub-
leases per year beginning in the second full
year of operation.

2. The 25 percent yearly expiration criterion will
also be used as the basis for the Director 's
approval or non-approval of individual subleases
in excess of one year in each category of
accommod.ation, �6!

Financial Setbacks

After resolution of the "active public use" question, the
Small Craft Harbor Advisory Commission put a large number of
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parcels up for bid. This rapid release of parcels was neces-
sary in the early stages of the project because the Marina
del Rey Bond Resolution revenue requirements mandated that
monthly transfers be made to the Bond Redemption Account
beginning November 1S, 1964, with first bond redemptions due
on October 15, 1965. �7! By the end of October 1962, over
one-quarter of the parcels in the Marina had been leased. The
parcels received 100 percent to 1S0 percent of the established
minimum bids and were leased shortly after they were offered.
This parcel-leasing rate, however, was not sufficient to
meet the initial bond account requirements by November 1964.
One problem was with the lease form itself. There was concern
among potential lessees that the terms of the County's stand-
ard lease varied in significant respects from common leasing
practices in comparable land developments.*

The financial difficulties facing the Marina at this
time arose from a number of other more critical sources.
Among the most pressing were:

1. Difficulties with contracts and waterfront
construction created delays in the completion
of leasehold facilities;

2. The basic use of the project--anchorages--
received only limited bidder interest. Lending

institutions were reluctant to finance what
they considered to be seasonal ventures.
Demands of the market were oriented instead to
residential and commercial uses, with anchor-
ages occupying only a secondary role. �8!

These factors tended to project a poor public image, making
the Marina an unattractive financial investment for potential
lessees.

To further aggravate this situation, leasing activities
were drastically curtailed after October 1962. The absence
of an outer harbor barrier in the original construction
allowed a series of wave surges to cause extensive damages
to moorages and boats in the Marina. The one existing
anchorage was closed and no other anchorages were opened
until the completion of the interim breakwater in August
1963. By the end of 1963, as a result of surge damage,
lessees filed approximately $13 million in damage suits
against the County for faulty harbor construction. {19!
This resulted in many more construction delays and further
damage to the Marina's investment image.

For example, Section 14 of the Standard Lease permitted the
County to increase rates and rentals assessed against lessees
"without limit" if and when the Board of Supervisors deter-
mined such increases were necessary to meet its financial
and legal obligations under the indenture.
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The basic problem was one of securing long-term financing
for developing leaseholds. As one lessee summed up his situa-
tion:

Some time ago we had a loan commitrrrent from a major
insurance company, but we were turned down when the
bad news last winter hit the newspaper. The biggest
problem lies with the multi-million dollar insurance
loans. These big, conservative financing sources
are very susceptible to any publicity hinting at
trouble. �0!

Consequently, the Departrrrent's principal activity,
aside from the day-to-day operation of the Marina, was to
help lessees obtain development financing for their lease-
holds. �1! The Small Craft Harbors Advisory Commission
greatly assisted in this effort. Upon the Commission's recorrr-
mendations, the Board of Supervisors had approved:

l. An expedited program for remaining construction
to reduce as much as possible the ultimate effect
of delays which had occurred in the early contracts;

2. Amendments to the Standard Lease and construc-
tion specifications to bring them into agreement
with standard market practices on land and water
developments. �2!

Additionally, the Commission requested the County Counsel
to rule on whether or not transient accorrrrnodations could be
subleased on a yearly basis. The Counsel's opinion stated
that such subleasing was permissible, but that the transient
accommodations were to be leased for vacation purposes and
not as bona fide residences. The Counsel stated that if such
a use were restricted to vacation purposes only, the policy
would not violate the "Active Public Use" clause.

These changes brought more investment interest in lease-
holds, but not at the levels necessary to meet bond obli-
gation requirements. Although by 1964 ten new lessee pro-
jects, a forty-yard public beach, a boat-launching facility,
and 1,500 slips were open for use and surge damage suits
were generally settled in favor of the County, the projection
of revenues was still not sufficient to meet the specified
requirements. Also, between November 1962 and December 1964,
onLy 13 parcels had been leased, While these leases and
those negotiated prior to November 1962 had already commit-
ted two-thirds of the total leaseable water and land areas
in the Marina  see Map 3-2!, most of these parcels had not
been developed to the point of producing mi,nimum bid rents.
Commenting upon the Marina's financial difficulties to the
Board of Supervisors in November 1964, Commission Chairman
Aubrey E. Austin, Jr. laid a major share of the blame on
early financial planning:





...projection  of revenues! shows the two-year gap
in meeting the obligations of the project fromrevenues from leases.... It appears to us conclusively
that some of the basic assumptions in the originalplanning of project financing were not realistic andthat considerable problems would have been experienced
even if certain of the construction delays and the
wave action situation had not arisen. �3!
A report by Coverdale and Colpitts and the Audit Com-

mittee of the 1964 Grand Jury projected a net short-termdeficit under present operations of $340,000 in Fiscal Year1965- 66 and an additional debt of $79,000 in Fiscal Year1966- 67. The report projected Fiscal Year 1967-68 as theturn.-around year when the project would begin to pay its ownway, the cumulative deficit being eliminated by Fiscal Year1968-69. The report further stated that although there wasan under-realization of early revenues, certain factors wouldmitigate any long-term effect of rent reductions: �! Mostof the bidding on parcels exceeded minimum bid rent levelsto the point that, to date  November 1964!, all awardsaveraged 157 percent of this minimum; �! Overriding percent-age gross receipts rent would exceed the bid rental; �!Where original studies showed private investment at approxi-mately $20 million, present indications were that thisfigure would exceed $100 million with a corresponding in-crease in both taxes and rental revenues. On this basis,Commission Chairman Austin asked the Board of Supervisors toconsider loaning the Marina Fund money to continue operations
until the Marina became financially solvent.

Several factors combined to put the Marina in a strongerfinancial position shortly thereafter, reinforcing previousprojections of financial solvency. In January 1965, afterAustin's letter had been transmitted to the Board of Super-
visors, Connecticut General Life Insurance Company gaveDeauville Marina long-term conventional financing for de-veloping its leasehold. This loan represented a breakthrough
for large-scale financing in the Marina. ConnecticutGeneral's action and. the revenue study's projections, inturn, convinced the Board of Supervisors to grant a loanfrom the County General Fund of $356,718 in Fiscal Year1965 � 1966.* A change in State law lobbied for by the County
allowed such loans from county general funds.

A reflection of the Marina's improved financial posi-
tion was bondholder approval in October 1965 of amendmants tothe Bond. Resolution priority schedule. The revised schedulegave "maintenance and operation" second priority to "bondinterest" followed by "maintenance and operation reserve,"
"county payment account," and "bond redemption,"

0+r a so granted a loan in F is cal Year 1966-1967 of
$126,798 '
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respectively.  ?4! Previously, the schedule had placed
bond interest and bond redemption ahead of operation and
maintenance. As a result, the Marina's operation and
maintenance could continue even though bond redemption re-
quirements could not be met in a particular fiscal year.

Apart from funding, a remaining problem for the
lessees was the length of time to construct facilities. To
help remedy the problem, important adjustments were made to
the Design Control Board in 1966. In ,January of that year,
several lessees and one Board member objected to the "inor-
dinate amount of time" devoted to approving design and con-
struction plans for lessee developments. �5! From the
County's point of view, the length of the approval process
contributed to a "lag period" between the awarding of the
lease and the collection of at least minimum bid rent from
the facility.* The consensus seemed to be that the Design
Control Board placed too much emphasis on the aesthetics of
proposed projects and not enough on the lessees' financial
constraints. The Design Control Board member urged that the
majority be composed of people living in the Marina or busi-
nessmen with Marina interests. He thought it was impractical
or infeasible to have the majority of the Board in the archi-
tectural profession. As a result of the ensuing controversy,
two Board members resigned and the Board elected a new chair-
man.

Effectively by 1966, the Marina's initial financial
difficulties had been resolved. Two significant results of
the efforts to create financial stability had long-run effects
on the physical characteristics of the Marina. First, the
priority on quickly leasing a large portion of the area
greatly reduced the County's flexibility to later provide
open spaces for general public use. Secondly, the more
remunerative residential and commercial uses had to be al-
lowed to a greater degree than originally anticipated. Even
by mid-1963, it had become obvious that lesses were not going
to build transient accommodations to any substantial degree.
Developmental policies based on an analysis of what lessees
could feasibly provide had resulted in giving certain parcels
the option of constructing apartments. ?n each instance,
lessees had exercised this option to the exclusion of permit-
ted transient-type facilities  e.g., cabanas or boatel-
cabanas!.~*

Lessees x pay olding rents" before opening for business,
but these rents represented only one-third of the mininum
bid rent.

"*Counting actual and proposed plans at that time, between
4,300 and 4,500 apartment units were planned in the Marina
where none were originally visualized; however, of the 3,188
transient and vacation units originally contemplated, only
342 had as yet been proposed for development.
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Intensified Internal Develo ment and
Resi ential Km crasis

In 1966, the Department of Small Craft IIarbors requested
an opinion from the County Counsel on the possible viola-
tion of the "Active Public Use" clause if residential and
commercial uses were expanded. The resulting opinion paved
the way for a period of significant physical development of
uses which would insure the Marina's financial success.
The Counsel found no conflict between the original purposes
of the Marina as a public boating facility and the increased
allocation of space to residential and commercial activities.
The opinion stated:

...the use of portions of the Marina lands for
these purposes is a proper and lawful use as long
as such does not unreasonably interfere with the
primary use of the project as a small craft har-
bor...where a particular land use, otherwise
private, is necessary for the economic feasibility
of the project as a whole it will be upheld as a
proper public use...we believe that the mere fact
that the general public does not have the use of
all facilities  apartments and retail facilities!
at all times does not mean that the Marina is
being devoted to a private use.

More specifically, the County Counsel continued:

...by constructing residential apartments and
commercial retail facilities in the Marina, the
Board of Supervisors would not be placing into
exclusive or even semi-exclusive use any substan-
tial portion of the vast land and water acreage of
the Marina del Rey. These commercial and residen-
tial uses will be maintained in areas not directly
utilized for the berthing of small craft or their
repair and maintenance, and thus the basic purpose
of the Marina del Rey harbor will in no way be
impaired. �6!

This broad and flexible interpretation of the "Active
Public Use" requirement provided the legal basis for a formal
revision of Gruen's 1960 land use plan. Gruen completed the
revised Marina del Re Land Use Stud in March 1967 which
gave priority to t e zg est revenue-producing uses. The
plan also included recommendations for another type of
policy reorientation. At the time of the revision, 84 per-
cent of the land and 87 percent of the water areas had been
leased; 63 of the 80 designated parcels were leased or under
public control. �7! The Gruen document reported, however,
that only 3S of the leased parcels could be considered
totally developed. �8! Because this lack of development
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was a source of lost revenues, Gruen recommended that the
County accelerate and intensify the improvement of the leased
parcels and selectively put the remaining parcels out to bid.
�9!

Gruen's revenue analysis showed that the most pro-
fitable and productive uses to date had been anchorages,
restaurants, and apartments." The report, therefore, encour-
aged the expansion of these uses, particularly apar tments:

Gruen cautioned, however, that over concentration of the
more productive uses could saturate the market. Thus, a dual
strategy was recommended of seeking future bids for uses
such as hotel/motels, weekend cabanas, office buildings, and
general recreational facilities  in addition to boating!,
and offering a selected number of unleased parcels on the
basis of current market demand. �1!

The County soon began to implement many of Gruen's major
proposals. In late 1967, the Commission awarded one parcel
an addition of "apartment" to its primary use of "anchorage."
�2! Also, the County took stronger measures than mere
encouragement to hasten the construction on leased parcels.
In February 1968, the County Counsel proposed a formal
statement regarding lessee guarantees:

1. For the assignment of an undeveloped leasehold,
the County would continue to require the following:

Guarantee of rent for five years from the
date of the assignments.

b, Guarantee of the minimum development re-
quired in the lease within the specified
period of time as outlined in the lease.

Guarantee that the majority of stock in
the corporation would not be assigned prior
to five years from the date of assignment.

C ~

t t e tame o t e study, 726 apartment units had been
constructed.
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2. For the assignment of a leasehold which had beensubstantially completed, the County would continueto require financial statements of the assignee,but the assignments would be approved without aguarantee letter unless there were unusual cir-
cumstances justifying the letter, �3!

As lending institutions became more confident about theMarina's investment possibilities, most of the remaining par-cels were offered for bid and leased for amounts 200 to250 percent higher than the minimum bids established by theCounty. �4! The largest bid ever made for a Marina parcelwas accepted in July 1968 and exceeded the established mini-mum bid by 365 percent. The Marina City Corporation bid$415,529 for about 7.6 percent of the total leaseable landand 8.0 percent of the total leaseable water area in theMarina, making it the largest parcel ever leased �1 acres!.The Gruen plan of 1967 had designated this area for public-oriented uses such as hotels, motels, anchorages, restaurants,commercial, retail, recreation, and cabanas rather thanapartments. �5! By 1975, however, the lessee's completeddevelopment is projected to include 671 apartments, 377 boatslips and a 1,000-room high-rise hotel with a ballroomcapable of seating 1,500. The lessee envisions the complexas the "hub of the Los Angeles County conventions." �6!The completed development as planned will have threeseventeen-story high-rise structures, a long span of gardenapartments, and a recreational deck with tennis courts, swim-ming pools, health spas, and gymnasiums. It will also in-clude a recreational boating club, boutiques, a completemarine center for design, maintenance and modification ofboats, and an additional clubhouse with extensive dining faci-lities. Rents for apartments in the complex will range fromapproximately $400 a month for a one-bedroom apartment to$].,850 plus for a four-bedroom penthouse. �7!
As a result of this increased construction of apartmentand commercial facilities, the Marina began to assume thecharacter of an intensely developed urban center  see photo!.It had its own beach, fire and sheriff stations, theater,banks, office buildings, shopping center, apartments,restaurants, newspapers, and. chamber of commerce. Speci al-ized. life-styles were also emerging in the Marina. A sur-vey conducted by the Department of Small Craft Harbors in1968 showed that, in general, people living in the Marinafell into two broad categories--young professionals and.comfortably situated middle-aged couples whose children hadgrown and left home. The survey reported that only 14 perce~tof the households had more than two persons. Close to two-thirds of the 1,493 rental units were priced at $200 or more

per month and 12 percent were above $300.
Recreational facilities within the Marina were alsoundergoing a substantial reorientation. Only 33 percent of
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the tenants owned boats in 1968  which constituted a decline
of 10 percent from two years earlier!. Also, most of the
apartment complexes offered a great variety of recreational
services to their residents--tennis courts, swimming pools,
hot hydro-therapy pools, gymnasiums and saunas, driving
ranges, hobby and game rooms, shuffleboard areas and sun
decks.* People living in the Marina, then, had little
reason to be concerned with the lack of general public
facilities in the area. Except for the small public beach,
limited sportsfishing, a boat launching ramp, and 'strolling
areas with small shops and eating places in a New England-
styled Fisherman's Village, there were few available public
areas. Further, the problem of general public use continues
to be compounded by its popularity. In addition to the
auto and bicycle traffic of apartment residents, renters of
boat slips, and the general public, sight-seers and people
using the commercial facilities  particularly the restaurants!
have created substantial traffic and parking problems on
weekends. Also, the design of the Marina and its internal
traffic circulation patterns have contributed to the diffi-
culties of moving in, out, and around. �8!

At the same time that the Marina's distinctive character
as a "new town intown" was taking shape, its financial posi-
tion was also strengthening. The increasingly high lease
bids received after 1965 began to stabilize the debt problem.
By the end of 1969, Marina revenues exceeded the break-even
point of $2 million per year and the loans from the County
General Fund had been repaid. �9! Moreover, informal pro-
jections placed bond redemption ahead of schedule from the
year 1999 to the mid-1980's. Reflecting on the new circum-
stances, a spokesperson for Gruen Associates** could state,
"The economic situation had improved so much that other
issues could be addressed." �0! These issues included
internal congestion at peak recreation times and general
public concern over coastal zone conservation and accessi-
bility.

Public Use and Access

As an initial response to the increasing concern over
public accessibility and use of the Marina, Los Angeles County
Supervisor Kenneth Hahn proposed the development of a public
park at the end of Mindanao Way. Justifying the need for a
tra%txc 'yam with''every' foot of space' Delng taKefT Qp og

At present, rents are as high as $1,800 per month for an
apartment.

**Gruen Associates was appointed to serve as the Consulting
Engineers in 1965, replacing Coverdale and Colpitts.
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restaurants, docks, apartments, and hotels. He po»«out
that even though County taxpayers had underwritten
million of the Marina's devel.opment costs, there
one small beach for the public. �].! In fact, as Table III
shows, 64 percent of the Marina's basic development
carne from publ ic sources. �2!

Upon the recommendation of Supervisor Burton
whose district contains the Marina, Gruen mad
the park proposal in ear]y 1970. The firm's repc «recom
mended a ten-acre land and five-acre water site for par"
development.  This parcel had been designated crrig>nally
for "hotel" use.! To satisfy the legal requirement>,
Supervisors passed a Resolution stating that the establish-
rnent of the park for free public use was possible now that
revenues were sufficient to meet the Bond Resolution iequire-
rnents. The County also awarded a lease to D-H Mar ina for an
anchorage that borders the park site. The anticipated cost
of the park is $750,000, and it is expected to have parking,
public walks, fountains, picnic shelters, restr oorns, a small
auditorium, and docks for transient vessels. �3 !

Another public use issue was raised in mid - I'9 72- The
Westwood Village Chapter of the Izaak Walton League claimed
that the Bird Conservation Area of approximately eleven acres
was not serving its purpose because its actual use as a
drainage basin only allowed domestic ducks to use the area.
The League suggested the area be converted into a public
recreational facility which would be designed as a "nature
park" with flora that could attract a larger bi rd population
 see Map 3-3! . The rnatter appears to be in abeyance, however.
The Izaak Walton League has not pursued its proposal, and the
County itself has not undertaken the development .

In recognition of the overall congestion pr oblems and
the proj ected growth in and around the Marina, the Department
of Small Craft Harbors contracted with Gruen Associates to
make a comprehensive study of transportation and parking needs,
Gruen reported in July 1971 that during peak per iods, the
volume of traffic in and around the Marina was equivalent to
a residential community of 20,000 people. Gruen found that
the main arterial streets bordering the Marina--Linco]n and
Washington Boulevards--were operating beyond their desired
capacities, particularly during summertime traf f ic peaks. �4!
When fully developed, Gruen predicted that internal. Marina
traffic would be equivalent to that of a community with 30,000
to 40,000 persons- �5! More importantly, this traffic would
operate within a one-square mile area, whereas a ccrmmunity
of this population size at suburban density leve].s
typically occupy six- to eight-square miles. With
findings, the Gruen report concluded:

It is clear that the intensity of future develo
ment within the Marina will require exceptigriali
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careful planning and execution to insure a sat.is-
factory environment for residence and recr eation. � >!

Gruen's study also addressed the problem of parking with-
in the Marina. Although parking is generally inadequate for
the Marina as a whole, it is particularly serious for apart.�
ment tenants and boaters  slip renters! who compete for the
same spaces . On the basis of existing conditions and pro-
jected demands, Gruen recommended that increased parking
ratios be required for new developments, peripheral parking
be expanded with a tram service and subsidies be given to
lessees who provide extra parking spaces in future facilities.

Turning attention to the problems of general public
access and use as well as internal density and congestion
is an important step in the administration of the Marina.
However, some of the developmental decisions made during the
earlier period of financial uncertainty will serve as barriers
to their easy solution. Market pressures for development
remain intense in the Marina area. A low-rise structure
presently under construction will add 379 apartment units on
parcel 28T. The construction of high-rise developments is
also accelerating  see Map 3-4!. Besides the Marina City
complex on parcel 125 and the two twelve-story office build-
ings and theater on parcel 76s, a 624-unit apartment complex
divided among one thirteen-story and seven three-story
structures is currently being built on parcel 102s. Because
the Small Craft Harbor Commission has placed a 35-foot height
limit on mole structures, high-rise developments generally
wil.l not occur on parcels abutting the water. As can be seen
on Map 3-5, a virtual ring of high-rise buildings could
develop within the Marina along its outer boundary. The im-
pact of this development trend is clear. Areas adj acent to
the Marina are gradually mirroring these high-rise develop-
ments and. land values are steadily increasing, particularly
in the Venice area immediately north of the Marina. Such
external effects, with the exception of traffic generation,
have never been considered in the planning of the Marina.

Fven if a major change in County policy did occur, there
is a serious question whether substantially more land and
water areas could be devoted to general public use in the
Marina. Nearly all parcels have been leased and the lease
provisions concerning permitted primary and related uses
could not be modified by the County without providing some
form of compensation.  For example, foregoing anticipated
increases in revenue.! Further, the Board of Supervisors
has not provided any indication that it is ready to signifi-
cantly expand general public facilities. Assuming this to
be the case, the first occasion when the County could re-
evaluate such use would be when the revenue bonds are redeemed,
possibly in the mid-1980's. The Board of Supervisors could
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presumably earmark Marina revenues for buying lessee interests
in specified parcels. The densities and development rates on
leased parcels are much more vulnerable to short-run changes.
The South Coast Regional Commission and State Coastal Zone
Conservation Commission could substantially modify the growth
rate in both the Marina and its periphery by withholding
building permits or by requiring a scaling-down of proposed
plans. The role of the Commissions will be considered in
more detail in a subsequent chapter.

Apart from the public use issue and possible interven-
tion by other agencies, the Department and the Small Craft
Harbor Commission, as the administrators of the Marina, will
be faced with managing an increasingly complex area that more
and more resembles a complete urban resort community. The
Marina has a sizable population, weekend residents, substantial
commercial activities, office complexes, extensive small craft
facilities, and large numbers of tourists. There are also
traffic, parking, and law enforcement problems. From a manage-
ment perspective, therefore, the County should develop an
increasingly sensitive method for identifying and responding
to the concerns of various groups about their relationships
to the Marina and to each other. A series of issues raised
by boaters in the Marina and the evolving patterns of inter-
action between representatives of this group, the lessees,
other users, and the "government" of the Marina--the Depart-
ment of Small Craft Harbors, the Small Craft Harbor Commis-
sion and the Board of Supervisors--provide a useful case study
for exploring the matter in the next chapter.
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BOATING FACILITI ES AND $ERV I CES

Marina del Rey is widely known as the largest shallow-
draft pleasure boat harbor in the world. At the same time,
however, far more money has been invested in residential and
commercial facilities on land. This land-water combination
has created a distinctive "new town intown" resort for resi-
dents, many boaters and users of the commercial facilities.
Yet, from the perspective of some boaters, these "new town"
aspects have created problems for people concerned with
boating ~er se. Recent conflicts have made it clear that
boater interests and preferences in the operation of the
Marina have become important policy issues.

Boatin Facilities Within the Marina

The need for a small craft harbor in the Los Angeles area
was the major justification for building Marina del Rey from
the early part of the century to the time it was established.
After World War II, this need was based primarily on the sub-
stantial increase in boating as a recreational activity and on
the short supply of slips in the Los Angeles region. In the
l950's, the principal safe harbors for smal,l boats in Los
Angeles and Orange Counties were the commercial harbors of San
Pedro and Long Beach, the Alamitos Bay of Long Beach, and the
Newport Beach-Balboa harbor. Justifying the need for a small
craft harbor at Marina del Rey in 1958, Coverdale and Col-
pitts cited extremely long waiting lists for slips at Alami-
tos Bay and Newport Beach-Balboa.  I! The firm also reported
that the commercial harbors of I.ong Beach and Los Angeles
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or recreational boating because of dirty
water unattractive landing aci ities, an
smells from the canneries and ref'! d refineries.

PercentInvestmentFacilities

73.6
ll . 1

6.3

$106,000,000
16,000,000

9,000,000

Apartment Units �,867!
Commercial
Slips �,794!
Hotel and Motels

�40 rooms!
Restaurants �3!
Yacht Clubs �!

4.9

2.9
1.2

7,000,000
4,200,000

This pattern of investment has affected the amount of
area utilized for boat service and repair facilities. By
July 1973, almost 50 percent of the total land area in the
M r na was devoted to residential, commercial, and restaurant
facilities, while less than 6 percent was used for boat s

a i

vice and repairs. �! These percentages of boating and non-
boating land uses suggest that support services for boating
were not a priority item in the development of the Marina.
In fact, small marine-oriented businesses were not included
in the Gruen plan of September 1960 and very few exist in the
Marina as finally developed. These businesses operate on
small margins and would not have produced as much income for
the County as other developments. Generally, what marine
services and repairs were to be included within the Marina
were left to the discretion of anchorage lessees. Aside
from two large commercial repair yards, only two anchorages
have facilities such as marine hardware and paint, hull
repairs, propeller and shaft repair, engine repairs, marine
electric sales, and instrument repairs. �!

that the existing facilities are ade-
of boats in wet storage, However,
that this is not the case. On the
Marina along Lincoln Boulevard and

It could be argued
quate, given the number
other evidence suggests
streets adjacent to the
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Washington Street, the following facilities were
constitute over 80 percent of the buildings '

Washington Street
Lincoln Boulevard to

Oxford Avenue

As these figures indicate, well-developed marine-related
commercial activities have clustered immediately outside
the Mari~a, reflecting the existence of a market . There
is, however, the possibility that a continued and highly
probable rise in land values around the Marina could force
these support services to locate further away. The growth
of boating-oriented businesses east of Lincoln Boulevard
and north of Washington Street suggests this possibility.

Trailable Boats

Facilities for trailer-borne craft represent another area
which has received low priority in the Marina's development.
Although 85 percent of the 60,000 boats in Los Angeles County
fell into this category when the Marina was built, its design
was primarily oriented to anchorages for berthed craft. The
large land area required for parking and maneuvering trailer-
borne craft and its low income yield were two significant
reasons for the minimal land allocation. In its final land
use plan of September 1960, Gruen stated:

Under the existing harbor design, utilization of
parcels planned for larger boat use would be waste-
ful and uneconomical...Although fully cognizant of
the popular demands for portable boat operations,
we are not totally convinced that' the economic con-
siderations will justify this increase. �!

The Gruen plan did include the optional use of one parcel
for trailer-borne craft, but no lessee found it profitable to
develop launching facilities. The State of Cal ifornia Wild-
life Conservation Board offered to l.end I.os Angeles County the
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Marine divers supply �!
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Marine supplies �!
Boat surface engineering �!
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Signal flags �!
Welding �!
Sailmaker �!

Yacht service �!
Engine service �!
Mar ine sa l es �!
Mar ine el ectronics �!
Yacht sales  S!
Diving sel vices �!
Communications �!
Boat storage �!
Marine insurance �!



funds to build a facility in 196S. The Department of Small
Craft Harbors determined, however, that the free use condi-
tion attached to the loan would violate the terms of the
Bond Resolution. Ultimately, in response to strong public
pressure, the County itself built the present ten-lane
launching ramp in 1966 with monies from the County General
Fund and the Marina Fund. A fee of $1.50 is required for
its use. Another type of optional facility for portable boats
included in the original land use plan was a 2,000 boat
dry-dock-stacked storage system on one parcel. No space
for this purpose has been developed as yot, but the potential
exists for expansion of the system."

Other factors beyond fiscal concerns have contributed to
the larger-boat orientation of the Marina. There is no
sheltered lagoon for small-boat sailing or cruising in the
Marina. Also, water skiing and boat fishing are prohibi ted
within the Marina and fishing in the Santa Monica Bay is
poor. Yet, smaller craft continue to constitute the over-
whelming majority of boats in the state and region and are
growing in number. Moreover, technological innovations have
resulted. in lower acquisition and upkeep costs for trailerable
boats. For example, swingkeels have made sail boats portable
and the use of gel coat paint has lowered the time and cost
necessary to maintain these boats. �! The growing popularity
of portable boats and conservation pressures to limit new
development in the coastal zone may produce an increased
demand for County launching facilities in the future,

Sli Tenants as "Citizens" of the Marina

To this point, the discussion has considered the physical
facilities for boating and boat services. The maj or issues
that have developed in the post-1968 period, however, have
involved policy questions concerning the use of existing faci-
lities and the inclusion of boater interests in management
decisions. The status of boaters, until recently, has been
defined in terms of their position as sublessees. In effect,
this means that the primary relationship of the boater is
with the yacht club or the moorage operator rather than the
Department of Small Craft Harbors. This relationship is in
contrast to the prime lessees who work more directly with the
County.

The effect of the lease system has been to make the County
a "public landlord" responsible for the project's overall
financial solvency and general design standards. As a result,
responsibility for the day-to-day operations of the various
facilities within the Marina rests with entrepreneurs who
possess leaseholds. During most of the 1960's, policy
questions concerning the Marina tended to be initiated
either by the lessees or the bondholders and settled through

e epartment o mall Craft Harbors estimates that approxi-
mately 1,000 boats are in non-stacked dry dock storage
throughout. the Marina.
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negotiation between them and the Department, the Small Craft
Harbor Commission, and/or Board of Supervisors. Both of these
private groups had formed organizations in the very early
stages to represent their interests to the County.

When many slip renters began to initiate policy questions
in the late 1960's, a number of ambiguities immediately became
evident concerning their status and rights. The ensuing
conflicts and politization of some slip renters have resulted
in a much more visible and substantive role for boaters in
the management process. A distinction should be drawn be-
tween the position of the approximately 2,000 people holding
slips through yacht club membership and those who hold non-
commercial subleases from commercial moorages. The two largest
clubs, the California Yacht Club and the Del Rey Yacht Club,
are prime lessees and the other four hold commercial subleases.
The clubs, as a result, have control over policy making
for the use of their own slip facilities. Either through
shared values, membership participation in decisions, or
competition for members, the clubs have been responsive to
boating interests. Moreover, the clubs as commercial lessees
and sublessees have had a recognized status in the overall
Marina management system.

Most of the remaining 4,000 slip tenants who hold indi-
vidual, non-commercial subleases rent from firms that are
virtually free to make their own rules and regulations con-
cerning the use of their facilities. It should not be
surprising that the interests and values of slip tenants
 particularly live-aboards or traditional boaters! and those
of profit and development-oriented entrepreneurs might differ
at times' The primary organization representing these boaters
is the Pioneer Skippers with a current membership of over
1,000. It was established in 1963 as a social organization
and did not become seriously involved in management questions
until recently.

The H'orth Case

By the time the dominant residential and commercial
character of the Marina had become well established in the
late 1960's, many slip renters began to perceive the pattern
as a threat to the traditional boater's life-style and as
the cause for the excessive facility-use costs. The experi-
ences of one boater, John Hjorth, were important in drama-
tizing some of these feelings.

John and Willie Hjorth came to Marina del Rey as live-
aboards in 1964 and signed a rental agreement for a slip on
an anchorage parcel that had no apartment structures. The
anchorage changed hands twice and, by the end of 1967, it was
owned by the Ponty-Fenmore Company and was called Tahiti
Marina. The Hjorths, now with two children, were offered a
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new slip rental agreement. They believed its terms to be
more restrictive than their original month-to-month sublease
and retained the latter. Meanwhile, Ponty-Fenmore construc-
ted 149 appartments on the parcel which were advertised as
having:

...recreation facilities including outdoor swimming
and therapeutic pools, fully equipped separate
gymnasiums for men and women, together with saunas,
a beautiful new club house, billiard rooms, sun
decks and sheltered patios, barbecue pits. Outdoor
play areas, Subterranean parking for more than 200
cars. Extra storage space. Laundry facilities.
All the comforts of home, and just a step away from
your Tahiti Marina mooring. �'!

ln March of 1969, Tahiti Marina served Hjorth notice
that he had no agreement in effect and asked him to sign a
new lease. He again refused to sign the more restrictive
agreement which stated that only adult live-aboards would be
allowed. On April 1, 1969, he received legal notice to "quit
his premises" within a month unless a new agreement were
signed. Under California law, a landlord can give a tenant
a month's notice to quit in the absence of a lease. Reason
for the notice need not be given, but in this case, the Tahiti
Marina indicated it did not wish to assume the insurance
costs and liabilities incurred with minor children living at
the anchorage,

There were rumors circulating at this time that a Marina-
wide policy of no live-aboards was about to be adopted. Many
interpreted this rumored action as an attempt by lessees to
make slips available in package deals for prospective apart-
ment residents. True or not, the matter seemed to illustrate
to live-aboards that the Marina was becoming a less favorable
environment. Beginning in April 1969, Hjorth tried to prevent
his eviction by writing letters and talking with other boaters.
Failing an accommodation with the Tahiti Marina, he wrote to
the Department of Small Craft Harbors, Supervisor Burton
Chace and the Harbor Commission of the State of California.
A petition was also sent to the Department signed by boaters
supporting Hjorth's efforts to remain. While refusing to
take action, the Department did request a ruling from the
County Counsel on the County's responsibility to the tenant.

The County Counsel issued an opinion on April 30, 1969,
that the County had no jurisdiction because it was a matter
between the tenant and the lessee. The opinion cited Section
22 of the standard lease between the County and lessees which
states:

Lessees may, without prior approval of the Director,
sublease portions of the demised premise  including
but not limited to, single residential units, boat
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slips, and dry storage racks! for a period not to
exceed one year, for individual, non-business, non-
commercial use.  8!

As noted earlier, this section was a 1961 amendment to the
original standard lease form which had required County
approval for all subleases. From one perspective, the
change was a positive one. It removed the objections of
prospective lessees and eliminated the necessity for depart-
mental review of all subleases. From another point of view,
however, the modification has meant that the right of non-
commercial subleases to take their grievances to the County
is non-existent or ambiguous at best.

Hjorth also took his case to the Pioneer Skippers during
April. He stressed that as boaters, they could be threatened
and evicted as he was. The group, however, was willing to
give him only verbal support without taking any formal
action. A series of maneuvers involving Hjorth continued
to August 1970 and included:

l. Using the press to create public pressure to
stop the eviction;

2. Being taken to court in October 1969 with a
resulting agreement for an l8-month stay of
eviction without appeal while he looked for
another slip;

3. Refusing to vacate at the appointed time on the
grounds he had been blackballed by other marinas
and had nowhere to go;

4. Going back to court to unsuccessfully challenge
its jurisdiction over the matter, and

5. Forcing Tahiti Marina to have a Marshal evict
him and having his boat moored in a County
slip because no other place could be found.

Hjorth's activities spotlighted a number of existing and
potential problems that boaters faced in the Marina and con-
tributed to the gradual involvement of the Pioneer Skippers
in Marina-wide management questions. At the same time, the
Department and the Commission were undergoing adjustments in
their relationship to boaters. The emergence of slip tenants
as a constituent group in the Marina's policy making is re-
flected in three boater-related matters: Slip rental rates,
slip rental agreements and the construction of a "do-it-
yourself" boat yard.
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S 1 i Rental Rate s

The cost of moorage space in the Marina became a matter
of controversy in early 1970. It represents the first major
issue the Pioneer Skippers became involved in, but has not
as yet been resolved satisfactorily from the Skippers' point
of view. The prices charged by lessees for goods and services
within the Marina are subject to regulation by the County.
Section 10 of the standard lease agreement states that the
costs for such goods and services shall be both "fair and
reasonable" for the public and allow lessees a "fair and
reasonable" return on their investment. The same section
makes the Director of the Department of Small Craft Harbors
responsible for enforcing the provision and delegates authority
to him to inform a lessee if any prices are found to be unfair
or unreasonable. The lessee, in turn, can object to the
Director's findings. The lessee is required, however, to
accept the Director's subsequent determination. An appeal
to the County Board of Supervisors is possible, but under
the terms of the standard lease, the action of the Supervisors
is "final and conclusive."

A call for the Director to use this authority in relation
to boat slip charges and a vigorous demand for better repre-
sentation of' boaters in Marina policy decisions were made
by spokespersons for the Pioneer Skippers. At the Small
Craft Harbor Commission meeting of February 1970, a member
of the Skippers made it quite clear that boaters as a group:

...want to be heard. We want to have a voice. We
want to be a party to decisions made in this Marina...
We also have an interest in the overall development
of the Marina...We  Pioneer Skippers! have appointed
ourselves until there is another spokesman to pre-
sent our position in the Marina. We will be glad to
step aside when someone else comes along.  9!

The Skippers charged that unreasonable price increases had
occurred while service levels had steadily decreased. The
group further claimed that moorage operators were giving
apartment dwellers preferential treatment for parking spaces
in spite of the severe parking shortage for nonresident
slip renters on peak use days. �0!

As a result of the Skippers' charges and a follow-up
request by the group's attorney that "...boaters be a party
to the decisions made as they affect boat owners," the Depart-
ment established an advisory Price Review Committee in March
1970. Tive boat-owner representatives, including one member
from the Pioneer Skippers, and three lessee representatives
were appointed to the group. The operation of the Committee
through the spring, however, brought the Skippers little
satisfaction. During this period, the boater organization
urged the Board of Supervisors to impose rent ceilings,
charging that there had been:
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deliberate and systematic unfair eatment of

the boaters by certain lessees which showss that the

County has chosen to exercise li t t le contro P
tect the public from profiteering- �1!

Frustration had reached a high enough point ir uneJune 197G

that the president of the pioneer Skippers sta ted that the
Small Craft J arbor Commission was "... in business with the
lessees..." who operated the anchorages and were benefitting
from high slip rates. When the Commission asked the g«up
to provide a list of its members as evidence of its r>ght
to speak for boaters, the group refused to comply out
fear that there might be lessee reprisals against individuals.
The Skippers further expressed its disappointment with the
Committee by pointing out that eight of the seventeen moorages
in the Marina had raised their rates since the price review
body had been established. �2!

The price Review Committee' s apparent lack of responsive
ness prompted the Skippers to undertake new strategies fo r
controlling prices. The group filed a class action suit
August 1970 in the Los Angeles County Superior Court ~ The
suit argued that while the public was entitled to use Marina
facilities at a "fair and reasonable cost" and lessees were
entitled to have a "fair and reasonable" return, the existing
price system did not meet the former criteria. The suit asked
relief in the form of price regulation. The Court ruled
partially in favor of the Skippers' position, but left the
situation unresolved. The decision indicated that while
the County did have the authority to adjust the prices set
by lessees to meet the fairness requirement, it did not have
the authority to set rates. �3! Accordingly, the Skippers
refiled its suit in October, asking specif ically whether
the Director of the Department of Small Craft Harbors, repre-
senting the Los Angeles County Board of Supervisors, has the
right to regulate slip rates. The Court's response had the
effect of turning the whole matter back to the County. It
ruled that the Marina's administrative body does have the
right to regulate boat slip rates but: does not have a duty
to do so.

The Skippers made a second effort to take the matter
outside the County's administrative system in February 197l.
At that time, the Skippers asked the California State public
Utilities Commission  PUC! to regulate moorage operations
in the Marina. The group argued that because lessees were
providing wharfage and storage facilities to the public,
such facilities constituted a public utility and were subject
to pUC control. This case remained unresolved for almost
year and a half ~ The PUC finally rejected the request
stating that provisions of the State Government Code an
the Harbor and Naviation Code provided a complete statutory
plan for the construction. maintenance. and oyer t f
small craft harbors, such as Marina del Rey operation o

us preempting
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the PUC's jurisdiction. In its final action in December 1971,
the PUC suggested that the Pioneer Skippers' appropriate
redress was with the Board of Directors of the Small Craft
Harbor Commission. The Skippers asked the State Supreme
Court to reverse the PUC ruling, but the Court refused to do
so in June 1972.

During the same period in which the matter was taken to
the courts and the PUC, negotiations continued through the
Price Review Committee. In September 1970, the Director of
the Department indicated that the Pioneer Skippers should not
continue to be represented on the Price Review Committee
because of its suit in the Superior Court. At the same time,
he reported that the Committee desired operating statements
and balance sheets for the last three years from all anchorage
lessees as a step toward developing an equitable formula for
slip prices. The Marina del Rey Lessees Association supported
the action. �4!

As a result of further work by the Committee, the Direc-
tor presented. a Progress Report to the June 1971 meeting of
the Small Craft Harbor Commission. In this document, the
Director indicated that an analysis of profit and loss data
and prospective cost increases showed no immediate cause for
the County to reduce slip prices or disallow any recent in-
creases. He further noted that reducing prices by lowering
the rent for anchorage lessees could not be considered until
the Marina bond requirements had been met. �5! Of importance
from the boaters' standpoint, however, was the Progress
Report's statement concerning assignments: When leasehol.d
interests in anchorages were sold or when new leases were
awarded, the effect of these actions on slip rates would be
closely reviewed. A comparison of slip rental rates in
Southern California was also released which showed the Marina
prices as being the highest for a publicly owned facility in
the region. Table I contains the figures.

Several actions during 1972 increasingly involved the
County in the regulation of slip prices. In March, the Depart-
ment exercised its perogative for the first time to review slip
rate increases. The Department accepted increases made by two
moorage operators but made approval contingent upon the correc-
tion of certain deficiencies. In July, the initial case of
direct price control occurred. The County included a condi-
tion that slip rates be based on the average price in the
Marina as a whole for approving an anchorage lease assignment,
�6! This authority was exercised again in August when the
County leased the last remaining anchorage parcel. Because
the lessee's bid far exceeded the minimum bid requirement,
the Commission required that the firm not charge more than
the average rate in the Marina without the Director's approval.
�7! The Commission reasoned that, since an anchorage
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TABLE I. SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA HARBOR SLIP
RENTAL RATES - 1971

Harbor Rate er Foot

$1.90-$3.00Newpo r t Beach 100

$1.30-$1.67
$1.20-$1.40

$1.50

Santa Barbara
Alamitos Bay
Oceanside

100
100
100

Pub I i c Ownershi p/Pr i va te
Develo ment

Channel Islands
Marina del Rey
King Harbor
I os Ange I es
Sunset Beach
Dana Point
Hisslon Bay
San Diego Bay

Private Ownership and
Develo ment

SI 75
$2.00-$3.00
$2.20-$2-30
$1.25-$2.00

$2.20
$1.90-$2.20
$1.20-$1.75
$1.40-$1.75

100

97
100
100
100

 new!
unknown
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without apartments was not as profitable as one with such
facilities, care had to be taken that these lessees did
not have "run away rates." �8!

Although the Pioneer Skippers had campaigned vigorously
for the County to exercise its regulatory authority, the
group was not satisfied with adjusting prices to the average
rate within the Marina. The group believed these rates
were too high and argued that the controls should be based
on the average rate for all marinas on the California coast.
The lessees' position was that this type of regulation would
not, reflect the higher costs of operating Marina facilities.
The Director's initial response to this new controversy was
that the average rate in the Marina would not be applied as
an administrative rule but that price reviews would be handled
on a case-by-case basis. �9! Subsequently, however, the
Price Review Committee determined that the issues were com-
plex enough to hire an outside consultant. This step was
approved by the Commission in December 1972, Shortly there-
after in February 1973, the study was widened to include
all prices within the Marina at the-request of the Lessees
Association. The lessees were concerned with the effect of
possessory interest tax increases upon their ability to obtain
a fair and reasonable return at current price levels. �0!

WhiLe these events have not resolved the increasing num-
ber of questions concerning moorage pricing policies, they
do indicate that the matter has become a public issue . These
developments in the management of the Marina reflect the post-
1968 trend away from an almost exclusive concern with the
Mariana's financial aspects. The boaters' status is now
well established as an interested and legitimate party in
policy making. Equally important, a precedent has been set
for the County, through the Department and the Commission,
to actively regulate prices. This movement toward resolution
of the sl.ip price questions, however, has not been accompanied
by agreement over the terms of the slip rental agreements.

Sli Rental A reements

The first disagreements over the terms of slip rental
agreements had ended when the U.S. Marshal removed John
Hjorth's boat from the Tahiti Marina. A second and more
protracted conflict began in October 1971 when the same
Tahiti Marina operated by the Ponty-Fenmore Company issued
new and more restrictive conditions for letting a slip.
The following provisions were included in the revised rental
fore:

1. Persons cannot live aboard their boats for
periods longer than three days.

2. Dogs are forbidden aboard boats and on docks
and tenants who violate this rule face imme-
diate eviction.
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3. Boat maintenance and repair are forbidden.
This includes use of paint remover, painting
of topsides, burning of paints and spray guns.
The anchorage management will be the sole judge
of what constitutes ordinary maintenance.

4. Tenants will be assessed an additional one dollar
a day for each day they are late with their slip
rents after the first 10 days.

5, The dockrnaster has the right to move a boat to a
different slip from the one which was originally
rented.

6. Those who leave their boats more than 30 days
without paying the rent will be assessed $20 a
day for each day they are in possession of their
slip,

7. The anchorage operator may file a possessory lien
against a boat and its contents if the terms of
the lease are violated. The tenant who takes
legal action against the anchorage operator must
agree to pay the anchorage attorney's fees of not
less than $250. �1!

These requirements, then, eliminated living aboard as a
life-style and gave the lessee extraordinary discretion in
moorage operations. Ponty-Fenmore's action was immediately
protested by Robert Feldman, a live-aboard at the Tahiti
Marina, at the October 1971 meeting of the Small Craft Harbor
Commission. Feldrnan presented a petition signed by slip
renters at the three Ponty-Fenmore anchorages requesting that
the Commission act upon the matter prior to October 31, 1971,
when Feldman's rental agreement had to be renewed. The
County's position was that such agreements were matters
between the slip tenant and lessees or sublessee and that the
County normally could not intervene. The Commission stated,
however, that the matter would be investigated and discussed
with the County Counsel as soon as possible. �2!

Unlike its reaction to the Hjorth eviction case, the Pio-
neer Skippers become involved in this dispute. Many members
expressed the concern that the future of all boat owners was
at stake because eviction without cause was allowed in the
proposed agreement. A first act of the group was to request
the Department Director, the Lease and Finance Administrator
and Maxwell Fenmore to negotiate differences relating to the
rental agreement. Fenmore expressed a willingness to talk.
He issued a statement saying that no one would be evicted
pending a revised rental agreement which would try to take
objections of slip tenants into account.
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The revised rental agreement issued by Ponty-Fenmore
after conversations with a Pioneer Skipper representative,
however, proved to be no more acceptable to the Skippers
than the previous draft, The lessee was willing, though,
to allow Feldrnan and all other live-aboards to occupy their
slips if they would sign a new agreement and meet all rules
and regulations of the moorage and the County. Because of
the absence of any guarantee of his status and his objec-
tions to other parts of the agreement, Feldman refused.

The Pioneer Skippers next presented the County with a
proposed Marina-wide slip rental agreement. The Lease and
Finance Administrator of the Department, in turn, asked the
Skippers to prepare an analysis of its objections to the Ponty-
Fenmore agreement. The Skippers countered at the February
1972 meeting of the Commission with a request that the County
undertake a study of all rental agreements in use at. the
Marina. The County agreed to proceed with the review without
taking a position on the merits of the controversy. The
matter received increasing attention from the boaters' organiz-
ation during the spring without any progress toward settle-
ment of the issue. In late spring, Feldman was given until
May 30, 1971, to sign or be evicted. Having failed to act,
Ponty-Fenmore notified him on May 31 that he was no longer
a legal occupant of his slip.

At this point, a number of Marina del Rey boaters, in-
cluding Feldrnan, filed charges with the Internal Revenue
Service alleging that recent slip rate increases, the new
rental agreements, and lowered levels of services throughout
the Marina constituted a violation of the national pri.ce
controls that were then in effect. This proved unsuccessful.
Concurrently, the President of the Pioneer Skippers attempted
to carry on negotiations with the Lessees Association concern-
ing the adoption of a Marina-wide slip rental agreements.
Little came of this as well.

An important element of the involved parties' inability
to find a satisfactory way to negotiate their differences  in
contrast to the slip rates case! was the lack of County
authority over the general provisions of rental agreements.
The nature of the situation was made clear at the June 1972
meeting of the Commission. The Director stated that under
the terms of the standard lease form between the County and
lessees, the County had no legal responsibility for slip
agreements. At the same time, he noted that this did not
prevent the County from exercising a moral responsibility
for equity in the conflicts between lessees and boaters over
slip rental agreements:

...to our knowledge, a boat tenant has never been
evicted from his slip, without specific cause, if
the County has had prior knowledge of the proposed
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eviction act ion. In every instance, upon receipt of
a complaint from a boat owner regarding matters
covered by his slip rental agreement, we make inquiry
of both lessee and boat owner regarding pertinent
facts and, whenever justified, intervene with the
lessee on behalf of the boat owner. �3!

The Feldman case provided an immediate test for the moral
suasion of the County. Feldman and another boater, Stanley
Levin, did sign rental agreements with Ponty-Fenmore in July
1972 but were still in the process of being evicted. Feldman's
attorney requested that the Director of the Department inter-
vene on their behalf because they were being evicted without
specific cause. The Director wrote to Fenmore asking that
the matter be reconsidered but the latter declined to do so.

Feldman and Levin went to court in August 1972 to contest
unlawful detainer proceedings. Their attorney entered a
demurrer stating that because the Marina was a public facility
owned by the County, a landlord must prove legal cause before
eviction could take place. The two boaters also tried to gain
public support for their case and organized a "Sail-In" on
August 20, 1972 to present a petition signed by l,ill boat
owners and users of Marina del Rey. The petition asked the
County to "...reconsider its decision not to intervene in un-
justifiable evictions at Marina del Rey anchorages." �4!
Only forty boats participated in the event but a Pioneer
Skipper spokesperson commented that many boat owners refused
to join in the protest for fear of being evicted. [25! At
this writing, Supervisor James Hayes' office has not yet
acted upon the petition.

Legally, the boaters were unsuccessful with their case
in the Culver City Municipal Court and with an appeal to the
Appellate Department of the Los Angeles County Superior Court.
In August 1973 the latter body affirmed the lower Court's
findings that landlords do not have to allege the reason s!
for evicting tenants under California law. The possibility
exists that Feldman and Levine will make a further appeal to
the California Supreme Court. �6!

The lack of any formal power for the County to inter-
vene between a lessee and a tenant was reiterated in another
recent case, A boater protested his eviction from a section
of a developed moorage which had been assigned to the Del
Rey Yacht Club. The boat owner, under the previous owner-
ship, understood he would be allowed to remain and was evicted
when he attempted to do so. In issuing an opinion concerning
the County's authority in the case, the County Counsel reaf-
firmed that:

The County generally has no power to control or
interfere in a contractual relationship between an
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anchorage 1.essee and a slip tenant. The only power
the County possesses under the lease is to insure
that the lessee charges fair and reasonable prices
and does not violate the public use character of the
Marina. �7!

In terms of relief for the boater in question, the Counsel
suggested that the Department "...continue their attempts tofind an alternative slip...at Marina del Rey." �8!
"Do-It-Yourself" Boat Yard

A quite different relationship existed among the County,the boaters and the relevant lessees over the issue of pro-
viding a "do-it-yourself" boat yard in the Marina. The matterwas resolved differently as well. When Chris Craft phased
out its do-it-yourself service area in the late 1960's, it
closed down the only such facility in the Marina. Boaters who
were interested in making their own repairs were forced to
go either to the Long Beach-San Pedro area or have the workdone professionally in one of the two Marina yards for ahigher cost. It was much more than an economic question,however. To many, being able to putter around and repairtheir own craft was an important part of owning a boat. Oneboater expressed these feelings by letter to County SupervisorBurton Chace in July 1971. The official reply was that, al-though the County could not require either of the two existingboat yards in the Marina to have do-it-yourself areas, theDepartment was reviewing the possibility of making such a
service available itself, providing it could be done on asound legal and financial basis, �9! Since the one parceldesignated for boat repairs was not yet leased, the Countycould solicite bids for the necessary facility. Failing tofind a lessee, the County itself could construct and managethe self-service yard.

As concern over the problem increased, a group of boatersrequested that the County provide a do-it-yourself yard onthe available parcel. The Commission responded in February
1972 by recommending that the Department staff make a reviewof all the problems involved in leasing the parcel for such
a purpose. A representative of the Association of Santa
Monica Bay Yacht Clubs also volunteered to investigate the
feasibility of the proposed yard and to try to create bidderinterest in the leasehold. �0!

At this point, the Pioneer Skippers also became actively
involved in providing evidence to support the economic feasi-
bility of such an operation. The Skippers distributed 4,000
questionnaires to its members and other boaters throughout
the Marina which asked for information concerning spending
patterns for boat repairs and interest in a self-service yard..
Because the rate of return was low �64!, the responses were
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better indicators of an interest in such a facility than of
its economic feasibility. �1! Even so, the Skippers report
on the survey in March l972 added momentum to the campaign.

At its April meeting, the Commission discussed the
possibility of the County's developing a yard with minimum
improvements and perhaps leasing it out on a short-term basis.
Accordingly, specifications for a County yard were drafted for
the Commission by the Department and distributed to the Pio-
neer Skippers, individual boat owners, potential bidders, and
other concerned parties for their review and comment. The
Commission then adopted preliminary specifications for bid-
ding on a three-acre yard at its May meeting. The Director
of the Department advised the Cornrnission that if no qual.ified
bidder were found, the County had the option of building the
facility itself.

Once it became evident that the County might develop the
service, a significant change occurred in the position of the
two boat yards in the Marina, Chris Craft and Windward Yacht.
Assessing the implications of competing against a County-
operated do-it-yourself yard with lower rates, the two lessees
submitted a proposal to jointly develop a self-service area
at the June 1972 meeting of the Commission. The Department's
staff made a detailed evaluation of the offer for conformity
with all County requirements. The Director then recommended
approval with the stipulation of a six-month trial period.
Gruen Associates, Consulting Engineers to the Marina, also
responded favorably to the proposal as did representatives
of the Pioneer Skippers. �2! On this basis, the County
approved the joint undertaking.

The "do-it-yourself" case offers an example of the direc-
tion policy making for the Marina can move. There was
direct and productive participation by the County and several
interested groups in resolving the question. The County
exercised some degree of initiative in meeting a need not
met by the private sector. Lessees, when faced with the
possibility of competing with a self-service yard  due to
the power and willingness of the County to take unilateral
action!, were able to reach an accommodation with boaters for
a needed service, at least for a trial period.

In two of the three cases discussed above, there appears
to be greater flexibility in the County management system to
respond to a wider range of interests than was the case during
most of the L96G's. It is also clear that the policies and
operating rules established to insure the financial solvency
of the Marina still exercise a powerful influence over the op-
tions that are available for dealing with newer issues. A key
to the future resolution of such controversies would be to
improve the Marina management's ability to anticipate and
meet social and. environmental problems and to represent a
wider range of interests.
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REGIONAL I NTERDEPENDENC 1ES

The discussion to this point has been concerned primarily
with the management and policy issues internal to the Marina.
The trend clearly has been toward the inclusion of more di-
verse interests in the Marina's management decisions. A
parallel development also has occurred in the interrelationship
of the Marina to the larger Los Angeles metropo3.itan region.
The concern about spillover effects in areas adjacent to the
Mar jna,, the demands for additional boating facilities in the
County and the passage of the California Coastal Zone Conser-
vation Act of 1972 as part of a wide-based environmental
movement have all contributed to placing pol icies about future
Marina developments into a regional context . These develop-
ments, in turn., have further enlarged the number of citizens
and public agencies who affect the internal decision-making
process. The most direct and immediate impact has come from
t' he Coastal Zone Conservation Act. The initial experience
of the Marina with the operation of the Act reflects many
aspects of the Marina's interrelationships to the region.

South Coast Re ional Commission

California voters, by initiative in November 197Z
established a coastal zone management system which j.s com-
prised of a state-wide commission and six regional commissions,
including the South Coast Regional Comm i s s ion whose j ur is-
diction includes Los Angeles and Orange Counties. The pass-
age o f the initiative reflected not only the support of



environmental groups but also the general support of Cali-
fornia citizens for protecting coastal areas. The measure
was passed by a 55.4 percent vote in Los Angeles County,
a slightly higher margin than in the rest of California.
The Act's preamble states that:

The people of the State of California hereby Find
and declare that the California coastal zone is a
distinct and valuable natural resource belonging
to all the people and existing as a delicately
balanced ecosystem; that the permanent protection
of the remaining natural and scenic resources of
the coastal zone is a paramount concern to present
and future residents of the state and nation;...�!
The commissions are empowered to develop a plan for the

future development of the California coastal zone. The zone
is defined as extending seaward to the outer limit of the
State's jurisdiction and inland to the highest elevation of
the nearest coastal range, Of more immediate importance,
the commissions were also granted the power to review and
approve or deny any development taking place within a smaller
coastal zone permit area. This authority, in effect from
February l, 1973 to February 1977, is to regulate coastaldevelopment prior to the adoption of a state-wide plan.
The permit area is defined as that portion of the coastal
zone lying between the seaward limit of the jurisdiction ofthe State and l,000 yards landward from the mean high tide
line of the sea. �! There are exceptions to this rule which
will be discussed later.

Membership of the South Coast Regional Commission in-cludes six elected city and county officials appointed by
local governments within l.os Angeles and Orange Counties andsix public members appointed, two each, by the Governor, theSpeaker of the State Assembly, and the Rules Committee of theState Senate respectively. Permit decisions made by the
regional commissions may be appealed to the state-wide
commission.

The Marina and the "Coastal Zone"

There is no question that the Marina is located withinthe coastal strip requiring permits for further development.Some ambiguity exists, however, as to whether the facilityfalls under one of the several exceptions from the permit rulethat were written into the Act. The law requires permitsexcept for:

a. The area of jurisdiction of the San FranciscoBay Conservation and Development Commission;
b. Any portion of any body of water which is not

subject to tidal action and the strip of land
1,000 feet wide surrounding it, and
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y urban land which is �! a residential
zoned, stabilized, and developed

density of four or more dwelling units P«
on or before January 1, 1972; or �!

commercial or industrial area zoned, developed,
stabilized for such use on or bef«e

January 1, 1972, may, after public hear ing, b
«luded by the regional commission at

request of a city or county within which such
area is located. An urban land area
"stabilized" if 80 percent of the lots
built upon to the maximum density or intensity

use permitted by the applicable zo»ng regu
lation existing on January 1, 1972. �!

The "urban exclusion clause" could apply to the Marina.
The County's initial response was to explore the most appro-
pria«way to develop the Marina within the t.erms of the new
law ~ The Board of Supervisors, through the Small Craft
Harbor Commission, called a public hearing on January 31,
1973 to obtain the opinions of interested parties concerning
the permit requirement. Three types of actions were discussed
at the mee t ing:

1, To ask that all improvements in the Marina be
exempted from the permit process by the South
Coast Regional Commission because of its ad-
vanced state of completion and the ex:istence of
a County-approved plan for the overall facility;

2. To request that a single, blanket permit be
issued by the Commission which would authorize
without further review, the construction of all
anticipated improvements within the Marina;

3. To submit and approve each improvement proj ect
the  regional! Commission on a case � by-case

basis.

Spokespersons for the County, the lessees, and Marina-
related businesses favored, at a minimum, a blanket permit.
Gruen Associates, reflecting a position favored by the Design
Control Board and the Marina del Rey Chamber of Commerce,
stated:

From the perspective of the ul timate intent of
the Coastal Zone Conservation Act, and from the
po int Qf view of the bond ho 1 ders, it is our
o j n j Q+ that the Count y should appl y f or a bl an-

pQrjnit to complete the Marina as a "proj ect"
in a<~ordance with the adopted Marina del Rey
General Development plan and ask that all
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individual projects, public or private, conforrn-
ing to the General Development Plan be excluded
from further State review. �!

The proponents' main arguments made to support this position
were:

1. The Marina is substantially completed;

2. There is a master plan for the facility's
development and each project is subject to
review through hearings by the Design Con-
trol Board and the Small Craft Harbor Corn-
mission, and

3. The aims of the County General Development
Plan for the Marina are in accord with the
Coastal Zone Conservation Act. �!

Not all participants at the hearing adopted this point
of view. Residents of the Marina and the surrounding areas
supported the issuance of permits on a proj ect-by-project
basis. They stressed that the relative influence of people
from the rest of the region and those with no commercial
interest in the Marina would be greater with the South Coast
Regional Commission than with the Small Craft Harbor Commission
or the Design Control Board. �! In a real sense, then, the
passage of the Act had created, for the first time, a public
forum for those with more regional concerns about Marina
developments.

On the basis of the hearing, the Small Craft Harbor Cora-
mission recommended to the Board of Supervisors that the
County seek some type of blanket permit exemption but that,
if necessary, permits should be considered for individual
projects in the interim. Specifically, the following steps
were called for:

1. Submission to the South Coast Regional Com-
mission of a comprehensive description of
the Marina, including all future improve-
ments that are now anticipated;

2. Request of the Commission that, since a
General Development Plan exists and all pro-
jects are subject to review by County agen-
cies, it should either:

a. Exempt all development at the Marina
from the permit procedures; or

b. Adopt the County General Development
Plan for the Marina and authorize the
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Executive Director of the Commis s ion
to approve all projects that conform
to it; and

Request the Commission to act on individual
Pplications for permits pending a decision

the requests made in 02. �!

South Coast Regional Commission began operating in
February 1973 It had not, by the end of the year, acted
upon t"e County's request for some type of general permit
exemption for the Marina. In terms of the case-by-case per-

decisions made during 1973, however, there appears to be
y of approving developments within the Marina if they

conform to the General Development Plan. Three parcels have
received exemptions under the vested rights provision of the

six other projects have been granted construction
permits. Even so, the permit process has resulted in a
number of policy questions about the future of the Marina
which would have been difficult or impossible to raise in a
public forum prior to the passage of the Act. The debate
that occurred over a permit for a high-rise hotel-office-
residential development. on Marina parcel 9u reflects the
existence of such a regional forum.

Parcel 9u was not designated in the Marina ' s original
land use plan for either a high-rise structure or a hotel.
The Westside Marina which originally existed on the site
was damaged in the surge of the winter of 1962-63. The
County, in a settlement made for damages in September 1965,
amended the parcel lease to allow the construction, operation,
and rental of apartments in lieu of boatels or cabanas and
the construction of a high-rise structure.  8! The present
lessee, Real Property Management, Inc., acquired control of
the parcel in October of 1968. In August 1970, the firm
proposed a five-story building with 10,000 square feet for
retail sales and 47,500 square feet for office space as well
as l26 apartments, 224 hotel rooms and 195 restaurant seats.

The Small Craft Harbor Commission approved an amendment
lease in January 1971 specifying "hotel" as a primary

use o f the site, In turn, the Department and the Design
Control aboard worked with the lessee to increase the number

rooms with compensating reductions in apartments
for offices and retail sales." The expansion of the

hote] fac il i ties was an attempt to bring the development into
closer conformity with Gruen's findings in 1967 cautioning
against an over-saturation of apartments in the Marina.
This change in design, however, increased the height of the
building to fifteen stories. The permit request that was
inally submitted to the South Coast Regional Commission

incluged space allocations for:

e propose eve opment is now called the "Marina Plaza
Hotel,"
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a ~
435 hotel rooms and suites;

b. 46 apartments;
c. 18,000 square feet for retail commercial use

meeting rooms, and office space;
d. 24,000 square feet for food and beveragefacilities, including a banquet and meeting

room area for 650 people; and
e. Parking for 869 autos.
The initial response to the proposal was made in a SouthC t R gional Commission staff report which recommended

Coast egionadenial The staff found that the 132 apartment units peracre was too high a density, that the height and charact~~of the development was incompatible with the existing two-and four-story residential structures on adjoining parcel~and that there would be increased traffic congestion on themain road  Via Marina! where the project would be built.The report also stated that if all the dwelling units anti-cipated on the remaining vacant and underdeveloped. lots onthe Marina peninsula were constructed, the resultingtraffic would have a cumulative and adverse environmental
effect.

The South Coast Regional Commission held a publichearing on the proposal for parcel 9u on August 20, 1973.A representative of the Department of Small Craft Harborsspoke in favor of the project. He stated that the Countyhad been under criticism from the public and Gruen Associatesfor overdevelopment of apartments and that a hotel wouldserve a wider range of persons and uses. He also statedthat the County was anxious to have the property improvedand that the development would be a step toward completingthe Marina's master plan. The president and the ExecutiveDirector of the Marina del Rey Lessees Association bothtestified that they had urged for sometime that the lessee
of parcel 9u build a major hotel because no banquet
facilities were available within the Marina to servelarge groups. Both the County and the lessee argued that
the hotel complex would not adversely affect traffic on
weekdays or weekends. Los Angeles County SupervisorJames A. Hayes, who is also a Commissioner on the South
Coast Regional Commission, strongly supported the project.
He stressed the need for a hotel and additional banquet room
facilities which would serve more of the general public.
Hayes stated that the resulting increased public access
to the Marina conformed to the objectives of the coastal
initiative.Residents of Venice, which lies just north of Marina
del Rey, expressed opposition to the permit. A major
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obj ection was that traffic congestion would bebe increased to

undesirable levels on Washington Street pacific Avenue

which serve Venice as well as the Mar ina- The roup also
claimed that the added weekend traffic would create even
greater access problems for the non-resident boaters. ne
boat owner who moved to Venice from Marina del Rey because
of Marina's growth argued that the construction o t e pro
posed high-rise structure would disturb the P
patterns and make it di f ficult for sail-powered
tack into their slips ~

A be of the I.os Angeles City Council,
also opposed the high-rise
balance between public and private use in th
s3cewed toward the latter and that. the already o
ditions in the Marina were intolerable. Braude stressed
that the banquet/convention center could be located on t
Marinats periphery as well as within lt . A representative
of the Sierra Club opposed the permit on the graunds that there
was not inherent need for these particular facilities to be
located on the coast.

The South Coast Regional Commission made a favorable deci-
s ion on the 9u permit in the middle of September with seven
Commissioners in favor, one opposed, and one abstention.
The sense of the majority was that such a hotel was needed in
the area and that the project conformed to the Marina's
master plan. The act.ion, however, is being appealed to the
State Coastal Commission by residents of Venice, Council-
person Braude, the Sierra Club, and others.

Com actin Coastal Develo ment

once the financial success of the Marina had been assured
and the character of its commercial and residential develop-
ment had become clear, similar facilities began to appear

the adjacent areas. The changes in land values and inten-
s ity of use on the periphery of the Marina, in turn, remaved
some of the pressure for internal Marina development. Since
the establishment of the coastal permit system, however, the
South Coast Regional Commission has acted unfavorably on
several high-rise projects just outside the Marina. It
denied a permit in Nay 1973 to Holiday Inn for a ten-story
hotel on Lincoln Boulevard across fram the Marina in the
City of Los Angeles. Apart from objections of area residents,
the main reason given for the denial was that additional
traffic would be created in an already congested area. The
regional Commission also denied a permit for a nine-story
medical office building in the same vicinity for the same

reason. proved as a five-story structure.
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The Regiona
al Commission's decisions, to tlii s point7

1 lead to demands for even more intensive develcould clear y ea , ' - e op-the Marina. This internal hei e lopment, in
ment within t e a
could cause gre

g g stree centto the Marina wi o f lan~ to h, ce
ficient

economic use.
ated for ci ie

ties surrounding the May ina t ff
and improvemen

ement costs for the affected stre t

S illover Effects
The voicing of regional concerns about
p �' p ralleled by the regio

itself. One mayor impact has
facilities in general. One example
ation o marina with commercial5 Ha bor in the City of Redondo peach, a f

el Rey. This successful co
d ith a progect proposed for Los Angel e H

e Ios Angeles Harbor Marina Corporation
e e" companies. The company has o f fered

0 mi
par tme ts

i 1 uses financed through m<» ipa1 bo
om the project,  9! Also

g � ensity apartments adjacent to th
been a major factor in making capital available for such
residential complexes in other portions of the Los Angeles
County coastline.

Interest in Marina del Rey has gone far beyond the imme-
diate region. Parties from other parts of California, the
Nation, and the world have come to inspect and/or request
information about the Marina's design, and administrative
and fiscal structure. These interests have also recognized
the uniqueness of the adjacent land uses in terms of income
and the number and variety of users. This interest in dupli-
cating the Marina or encouraging its expansion is not u»-
versally shared, however.

The existence and operation of the Marina has also P«
duced economic and social problems in add i t ion to the in«r»
concerns that have been raised about the Marina itself ~
direct and indirect spillover effects of the Marina require
comment as well because they have played and will continue
to play a role in the overall decision-making process
coastal development in Los Ange].es County. Two cases will
be commented upon. One deals with Venice, an area immedia«ly
adjacent to the Marina; the other involves Malibu, considera-
ably to the north.

Venice

south alon th
Venice is part of the City of Los Angeles

g e coast two and one-half miles
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This atmosphere of diverse life-styles and values has
been undergoing a gradual change with an influx of upper-
middle income people seeking the benefits of one of the
finest beaches in the County  made wider by the original
dredging for Marina del Rey!, the relatively clean air, and
the proximity to Westwood, the Marina, and the l.os Angeles
Civic Center. At the same time, high-rise apartments, expen-
sive shopping centers, and high-priced condominiums are being
developed, creating increased traffic congestion, inadequate
parking, and reduced public access to the beach. Venice's
attractiveness for development has also caused tax assess-
ments and rents in the area to rise rapidly and produce a
high rate of turnover in the population. �0! The passage
of the coastal initiative, creating uncertainty about where
new construction can occur, has increased the value of exist-
ing structures. As a result of these market pressures, some
parts of Venice are beginning to resemble Marina del Rey.

These forces for change in Venice have also produced
opposition from community groups interested in slowing the
rate of development and in maintaining diversity in the
socio-economic characteristics and life-styles of the area.
While there are divided opinions among residents and land
owners, groups such as the Neighborhood Adult Participation
Program, the Legal Aid Foundation, and the unique Venice Town
Council  a citizen's advisory group to Los Angeles City
Councilperson Pat Russell composed of representatives from
six neighborhood divisions! have been active in voicing
concern over the City of Los Angeles' policies encouraging
growth and change in the area.

Two recent issues reflect the vigor of the movement. One
involved a $31 million, 890-acre Los Angeles City plan called
the "Venice Waterways Development Project." This plan would
have widened and deepened the Venice canals and linked them
to the ocean by way of the Marina del Rey entrance channel.
The justification for renovating the canals was based on a
Los Angeles County Health Department survey conducted in
November 1972 which found numerous health hazards in the canal
area. The project would have allowed larger boats to be
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many poorly maintained small fr
has been viewed by some as Los
the time oil drilling began in
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There is a combination of Mexic
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 see Map l-ll. The area, with
arne houses and older apartments,
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of the area is extremely varied.
an-Americans, street people,
isans, the elderly and the
ast Bohemian" areas in

so has the only Black residen-
s within easy reach of the



moored in the canals as part of an exc lus ive res ident ial com-plex The improvements would have been funded in part by a$21 3 million assessment" on properties adjacent to the canalwith the effect of pricing many low-income owners and rentersput pf the area. Resident groups and the Hughes Tool Company which has substantial land. holdings subject to the proposedassessments! successfully joined in a court suit to block thefprmation pf an assessment district. �1! The second issueinvolved the zoning of ocean-front properties in Venice forhigh-density residential development. Community groups havepersuaded the City pf Los Angeles to roll back zoning in theNorth Beach section from a classification permitting high-rise apartments to one which would predominantly allowduplexes. Residents are presently fighting a proposa3. toconstruct a highway linking the Marina del Rey Freeway with
the Santa Monica Freeway, �2!

This increasing community awareness of Venice's inter-dependencies with the region point to further involvement. ofthese groups with the Coastal Zone Conservation Commissipnand other agencies affecting not only Venice but Marina delRey as well. Presumably, if the operation and development.of the Marina continue to produce organized oppositio~ inVenice, the County will need organizational mechanisms fortaking such views into account regarding future Marina
developments.

Malibu

The Malibu community offers another example of the effects
of Marina del Rey on regiona3. decisions. Malibu lies within a
narrow twenty-seven-mile coastal strip in northern Los Angeles
County extending from the Los Angeles City limits to the
Ventura County line  see Map 1-1!. Until recently, Malibu,
like Venice, had remained little changed since the 1930's.
Deed restrictions imposed on lot sizes in the original subdivi-
sion played a large part in preventing the area from urban-
izing as the population of the larger region increased. The
refusal of local property owners to approve bond issues for
improved water and sewerage facilities also has inhibited
growth. The result has been largely to limit the residents
 presently about 20,000! to upper-middle and upper-income
groups and to create a rural 3.ife-style.

These deed restrictions expired in January 1970 ope
f the area tp more intensive development, Vigorous

efforts are being made by developers to change zoning from
residential to commercial and high-density uses. Th

ave met with little resistance from the County of
es. ose e

onse uent y,
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many residents are appealing to the Coastal Zone Conservation
Commission to maintain the low-density character of th~~~
portions of Mal ibu within the coastal zone.

A County proposal to build a marina and harbor of
refuge in the Malibu area at Paradise Cove is of particular
interest. The idea has met with strong local resistance.
Large and well-organized segments of the Mal ibu community led
by the Malibu Township Council. feel that such a facility would
hasten the urbanization of the area. Using Marina del Rey as

example of a small craft harbor developed under the
Cou«y's control, they believe that land around Paradise Cove
would rapidly appreciate and encourage the development of
co mmercial and high-rise structures. These groups anticipate

this would change the character of the area and force
o« long-time residents, as Marina del Rey has forced out
residents of Venice.

The proposal for the harbor is not a recent one. Since
1944, there have been moves at the national and local levels
to construct such a facility. particularly in the last decade,
the County has been subject to strong pressures from the
boating public to provide another coastal marina. As noted
earlier, Marina del Rey has not been adequate for boaters
with trailer-borne craft. Also, the intens ive demand for
slips in the Marina makes a second County-developed marina
attractive, The County and U.S, Army Corps of Engineers are
still actively considering the proj ect. Ironically, if the
County could guarantee that "another Marina del Rey" would
not be built in Malibu, opposition would probably not be as
intense.

Several trade-offs between Malibu and the County could
be proposed, One would be to designate part of the Marina
Fund's Capital Improvement Account to build the second marina,

avoiding the necessity of producing non-boating revenue
through leasing commercial facilities. In conjunction with
this, low-density zoning would have to be part of the agree-

Other strategies would be to support an increase of
dry dock storage, launching and moorage capacity of

Marj,na del Rey and/or support the construction of the pro-
posed marina at Los Angeles Harbor. Certainly other options

possible. The important point is that Marina del Rey
has created "symbolic" spillover effects. Also, there is a
direct relationship between any expansion of the Marina's
facil i ties and the type and location of other marinas in the
future particularly those under the jurisd ict ion of the
County ~

foregoing discussion clearly indicates that the cur-
operations and future developments of Marina del Rey have

regional implications The reverse is also true public
gencies and citizen groups outside the Marina are beginning

to e!exercise some degree of influence in internal management



decisions. The increasing importance of the reciprocal
character of regional and Marina-related policy issues suggests
that the County should create mare effective means for in-
volving and responding to groups in the surrounding communities
and in the region as a whole. Additionally, the County
should have procedures for explicitly relating its actions
concerning public facilities in one portion of the coast to
all other portions it directly regulates. Further, the
County, at a minimum, should establish a communications
system with other governmental units having authority aver
coastal sections to more effectively integrate their various
plans for coastal development and management.
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The nature of the Marina's physical development as well
as the type of management system created for its administration
must be judged within the broad pol.itical and financial frame-
work which created it. This framework was based on two major
factors: Public unwillingness to support a large small craft
harbor benefiting a selected segment of the recreational com-
munity and the limited availability of Federal and County
funds for a recreational marina/regional park. These severe
financial constraints had the effect of radically modifying
the Marina's original harbor design and land use plan as
conceived in the late 1930's.

The Marina was finally authorized and justified to the
public in the 19SO's as a more centally located recreational
boating facility in the Los Angeles Metropolitan area. The
transformation that occurred from the proposed small craft
harbor to an "unintended new town intown" was the result of
decisions made over two decades through the interaction of
the public and private sectors to pay for part of the Marina's
site development costs. One of the long-run consequences
of this decision-making process has been the growing gap
between the new types of demands placed upon the Marina
management system and the revenue-producing functions it was
originally designed to perform.

In the early 1960's, the Marina's inability to attract
investors created considerable fear about not meeting the
$13 million revenue bond obligation. A series of actions,
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often determined after consultation with f inancial advisors
and bondhol.ders, gave greater protection to creditors and
created more attractive conditions for lessees. Thesesteps included amending the Marina del Rey Reventle Bond
Resolution, narrowly defining the "Active public tJse"
clause in the standard lease to facilitate the construction
of apartments and reorganizing the Design Control Board to
more effectively expedite lessee development plans.

Two important effects grew out. of the policies devised
to meet the financial crisis. First, the priority upon high-
revenue producing facilities led to a more intensive develop-
ment of residences and commercial facilities than had been
anticipated originally. This policy, in turn, transformed
the Marina from a small boat harbor into an intensely developed
residential-commercial-recreational complex. It also created
strong disincentives for low-cost or free public facilities.
A second. effect grew out of the first. In the process
of insuring that debt requirements would be met, a tradition
of consultation and day-to-day communication developed between
Marina administrators and lessees. The complementary goa.ls
of the County and lessees in producing revenue created a
willingness to jointly solve leasing, construction, and
operating problems.

This interaction of County officials, lessees and bond-
holders largely shaped the initial policies, procedures, and
communication channels for managing the Marina. The strengths
of this system for facilitating physical and economic develop-
ment, however, produced strains once the financial success
of the Marina had been assured. and its character as a multi-
million dollar urban activity center had been established.
The issues now facing the responsible County administrators
are more typical of those confronting a city council than
the operators of a marina or real estate development. By
the late 1960's, non-resident boat slip renters raised a
series of issues that proved difficult, in many cases, for
the existing management system to resolve . Points of conflict
included questions of excessively high moorage fees, prefer-
ential treatment for Marina residents, inadequate parking,
lack of a do-it-yourself boat repair area, and County
authority to regulate lessee operation of moorages. In
addition, the absolute priority of high-revenue producing
activities over more publicly oriented land and water uses
came under severe criticism from several groups.

In their first efforts, groups representing these "new"
issues faced considerable difficulty in gaining recognition
in the Marina decision-making processes. A management
system which has evolved to further one set of priorities
is frequently resistent to legitimizing new ones, particularly
if it requires giving status to interests  those of non-
resident boaters! which may conflict with those already



participating in management decisions  the lessees! . Simi-
lar ly, a wi I. I ingne s s to support general publ ic use ac t ivi ties
in the Marina required a change in both the f inancial condi-
tion of the Marina, and the pol. icies of County off icials.

A degree of' adaptation has occurred over the last several
years to take a wider range of values into account . This has
not happened automatically or as the result of any formal
change in the Marina's management system. Instead, strong
pressures from boaters through publicity, organized lobby-
ing, the use of the cou-rts, appeals to other governmental
agencies and, in part, a concern for equity on the part of
the County have resulted in gaining recognition for this
group in the decision-making process. Somewhat the same can
be said for the expansion of public use facilities. Although
the financial success of the Marina created the opportunity
to reorient priorities, public pressure played the major
role in gaining some County support for such projects.
Issues relating to the Marina's regional role and its en-
vironmental effects are the most recent in time and the
least articulated in the present management structure. They
are also among the most difficult to resolve because they
require the establishment of new management mechanisms as
well as a broadened perspective of the County's responsibi-
lities for environmental impacts, equity problems, and
long-run planning considerations.

What can be defined as the "extended Marina community"
now goes far beyond the formal boundaries of the facility,
creating an urban activity center. The existence of the
Marina was instrumental in "encouraging" a demand for more
intensive and higher commercial and residential uses in its
periphery, To date, however, no effective administrative means
or public forum has existed to allow the concerns of adj acent
residents to be adequately discussed. These same structural
weaknesses exist in the County's ability  and disposition! to
treat the development and operation of other public facili-
ties in the coastal zone  its own and those of other govern-
mental units! as interdependent matters. The creation of
the South Coast Regional Commission has required that some
County concern be given to broader values in Marina develop-
ment plans. As yet, however, the County has not taken the
initiative in reorienting its coastal planning to a regional
scale.

Recommendations

As Marina del Rey has been a model for economically suc-
cessful marinas, it can now serve as an example for the future
development of urban marinas as multiple activity centers.
The incorporation of social and environmental factors into
the Marina's operating rules and procedures will a1low the
County to exercise more effective control over future de-
velopment. This reorientation will help resolve conflicts



among Marina users, people on the Marina's periphery, and
the regional public--a preferable situation to court hattles,
long and. drawn-out coastal zone permit hearings before the
regional and state coastal commissions and appeals to other
governmental agencies.

Those most directly involved in Marina affairs and the
general public as well stand to benefit by modifying the
management structure. It is particularly important to view
the proposed. reorientation as an opportunity to exercise a
national leadership role in providing a management model
for other regions with metropolitan populations adjacent to
their coastlines.

Recommendation No. I � Small Craft Harbor Commission Membership

Business knowledge and sound fiscal judgement were ini-
tially given priority in selecting Small Craft Harbor Com-
missioners. At that time, the most pressing need was to
generate adequate revenue from the Marina's leaseholds. The
issues facing the Marina's management have diversified con-
siderably since then, however, and presently include questions
concerning boating facilities, social and environmental effects
of the facility's operations, and its regional role in pro-
viding coastal-related recreation. Conse uentl , the member-
shi of the Commission should be increase rom zve to seven
an t e criteria or a ointrn mern ers s ou e ex an e so
t at at least t ree o t e os'.talons znclu e ersons w o ave
a rxmar interest xn an now e e o

l.l recreational boatin and re ional boatin needs;

1.2 the ecolo of the coastal zone;

1.3 the socio-economic relationshi of the Marina
to t e >mme >ate a acent commun>ties

Recommendation No. 2 - Steps to Account for Socio-economic
and Environmental Considerations

If the Marina is to effectively respond to a wider range
of priorities in its own operations as well as establish a
model for other multi-activity metropolitan marinas, additional
management initiatives are necessary. At present, neither
the Design Control Board nor the staff of the Department of
Small Craft Harbors can adequately deal with socio-economic
and environmental questions which are being raised by users,
citizens groups, and. other governmental agencies such as the
South Coast Regional Commission. Several steps can be taken
to represent a wider range of values in Marina rules and
procedures, staff expertise, and advisory bodies.

2.1 At least one member of the Desi n Control
oar s ou ave an interest xn an now-
e e o coasta eco o zeal s stems an at
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least one member should have an interest in
an now e e o t e socia e ects o t e

esi n o ui nn s an s ace ot wit in and
a acent to t e arina.

2.2 The manual of "S ecifications and Minimum
tan ar s o rc itectura Treatment an
onstruction current use t e

s ou e revise to inclu e soci.a an en-
vironmenta stan ar s in ecisions concernin

uture arina eve o ment an mo i ications
T e arina el Rey Stan ar Lease states t at
lessee plans and specifications must conform
to provisions in the manual and subsequent
amendments to it.* The revisions to this
manual are particularly important because the
Los Angeles County Counsel has written an opin-
ion stating that the Marina is not within the
jurisdiction of the California State Environ-
mental Quality Act. As a result, the County
is not required to prepare Environmental Impact
Reports for proposed Marina developments."*
Recommendations to the Board of Supervisors for
the specific content of the new manual provi-
sions should be determined only after careful
consultation among the revised SCHC, DCB, and
the two new units recommended below.

2.3 A Marina del Re Area Advisor Committee should
e create to inc u e re resentatives o resi-
ents usinesses an re evant rou s ln t e

inane iate a acent communities. T is organi-
zation wou a ow t e Marina management to
regularly consult with representatives of areas
affected by its operations. It would also offer
the opportunity for all parties to consider
matters of mutual concern or to resolve matters
of conflict without recourse to the courts or
regulatory agencies.

2.4 The functions of the Division of Develo ment and
erations o t e De artment o ma ra t

ar ors s ou e ex an e an sta wit a ro-
riate ex ertise s ou e a ointe to monitor,

manual from time to time by the Board of Supervisors based on
the recommendations of the Department of Small Craft Harbors.

**Because the standard Marina lease stipulates the provisions
under which the lessees can develop their leaseholds, permits
have already been granted de facto by the County. Thus, the
County exercises no "discretion tn granting permits for
such projects in the Marina.
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anal ze and re ort on the social and environ-
menta im acts o t e Marina s a -to- a o era-
tions an to orecast t e e ects o ro ose

eve o ments an mo i i.cations. one o t e
prece ing recommen ations could be effectively
implemented without including a unit within the
existing organizational structure specifically
charged with gathering and analyzing social and
environmental data directly useful to management
decisions.

Recommendation No. 3 � The Count of Los An eles Should Pro-
vi e Lessees wit Greater Incentives

or Re lectin Socia an Environmental
Values in T eir Decisions.

The economic success of the Marina has shortened the
schedule for bond redemption as much as fifteen years,~ pro-
viding greater flexibility to negotiate with lessees over
the type and amount of development to be undertaken on their
parcels. One legal means presently available to the Board of
Supervisors would be to modify certain aspects of the "Percent-
age Rent Schedules" which establishes the amount of rent
approved uses are assessed above the minimum amount per square
foot. For example, in response to increased parking demands
of the general public as well as boaters, the Board of Supe r-
visors could consider lowering the percentage rental for
parking structures to encourage their development on parce].s
permitting that use. Also, the percentage of rent required
for a particular use could be lowered in consideration for
constructing lower-rise buildings andt'or providing public
access through leased parcels.

Recommendation No. 4 - Regional Considerations in Relation
to Marina del Rey

4.1 Mana ement and develo ment decisions concern-
in Marina el Re an ot er coastal areas
s ou e coor inate an interre ate with
one anot er t rou t e creation o an overall
Count coastal evelo ment olic an t e
esta is ment o t e necessar a ministrative

roce ures to carr out suc a o ic

4.2 The Board of Su ervisors should initiate and
esta is consu tative mec anisms or al peal,
state an e era overnmental units avin
res onsi i ities relate to t e mana ement and

eve o ment o t e ount s coasta zone. is
wou a ow t e iscussion o a -to- a an ion
term activities a ectin t e coast s eci ica

derived from leases annually exceed $4 million.



those ro'ects of one 'urisdiction which ma have

rami ications on other areas.

A number of administrative units of Los Angeles
County have authority over various aspects of
coastal areas such as the management of beaches,
parks, rnarinas, and the regulation of land use.
To the extent that interdependencies exist, these
agencies should explicity take into account the
activities and values of each other in their own
programs. In addition, the Marina  and other
County facilities! should be viewed as part of
the region's coastal resources which affect and
are affected by what does or does not exist on
other parts of the coast, For example, the lack
of general public access and use of the Marina
creates pressures for the development of such
facilities elsewhere on the coast. In the same
manner, intensification of the Marina's development
may reduce demands for facilities in other coastal
areas adjacent to the Los Angeles metropolitan
region. Thus, changes in the general pattern of
land use by a city or the County in one portion
of the coast can have significant impacts upon
adjacent jurisdictions. Unless consultative and
cooperative mechanisms are developed among govern-
mental units, the probability will increase that
there will be more and more intense intergovern-
mental conflicts over coastal use and a failure
to meet the coastal-related needs of people within
Los Angeles County.
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